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RESUMEN 
 

 

Este documento recopila la actividad desarrollada como trabajo de fin de 
máster en tecnología radar en la Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, en el 
cual se buscó crear una herramienta básica de simulación en lenguaje de 
programación Matlab para un radar pulsado de vigilancia, considerando que 
fuese adecuada para el caso específico del modelamiento de un radar de 
vigilancia costera.   El simulador desarrollado se construyó a partir de varios 
módulos independientes que fueron integrados, para emular  a grandes 
rasgos toda la cadena de procesamiento radar, desde la generación de la 
forma de onda, la radiación al espacio de las señales radar, la simulación del 
entorno de operación del sistema teniendo en cuenta blancos y clutter, la 
recepción de la señal y el procesamiento especial hecho para la detección de 
blancos, considerando operaciones como el filtro adaptado a diferentes 
formas de onda, el procesamiento MTI y MTD y  una técnica de detección 
CFAR.  La herramienta de simulación final permitió analizar algunos casos 
de estudio para obtener un conocimiento más profundo del sistema radar en 
cuestión.  El trabajo desarrollado podrá ser utilizado como la semilla para una 
herramienta robusta de simulación en donde se contemplen muchos otros 
fenómenos presentes en la cadena de procesamiento radar. 
 

ABSTRACT 

 

This document compiles the developed activities as final work for the master 
in radar technology in Universidad Politécnica de Madrid. In this work we 
aimed to create a basic simulation tool in Matlab language programming for 
pulsed radar for surveillance, taking in mind it could be adequate for modeling 
a pulsed radar for coastal surveillance. The simulator was built by many 
independent software modules for emulating all the steps in the signal 
processing radar chain. Starting in waveform generation; radiation of 
electromagnetic waves to space, simulation of operation environment with 
targets and clutter; the stage of signal receiving and special processing for 
target detection by operations like matched filter, Moving Target Indicator 
processing (MTI), moving target detection and a basic Constant False Alarm 
Technique. 
The final simulation tool is pretended to be the starting point reference for a 
more robust tool where many other phenomena in signal processing radar 
chain could be treated. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Computational simulation of complex systems like a radar system facilitates 
comprehension of its operation and interaction with environment, also analysis 
and design in different working conditions that can be modeled with a good level 
of accuracy and detail and adequately represent actual environment behavior 
system.  

By doing this work it is aimed to develop a basic simulation tool written in 
Matlab®, for a signal processing chain in a typical pulsed radar system, so it is 
pretended to integrate and practice essential concepts learned in the course of 
radar technology, in Universidad Politécnica de Madrid. The developed 
simulation tool will be the starting point of a robust tool that could be improved 
and expanded in the future for contributing to analysis and optimization of coastal 
surveillance radar systems, topic of interest for future projects in Corporación de 
Alta Tecnología para la Defensa CODALTEC.    

Thanks to accelerated development of computers and simulation tools, today is 
easy to use a great computational power at relatively low cost for doing many 
calculations at high speed. In engineering the use of computer simulation allows 
reducing development time of complex systems, and also predicting its behavior 
in numerous possible scenarios to represent by simulation. The language 
programming Matlab allows working in a simple way with data matrices, 
operating with mathematical functions included in its libraries. Whereas allows 
users to create their own functions for expanding programming capabilities. 
Currently Matlab is one of the most important software tools utilized in academy 
and industry for research and scientific development, making easier 
implementing computational models that require numeric calculus, custom 
graphics and analysis and visualization of data [1]. 

 

A coastal surveillance radar system is very useful in zones where there is a high 
traffic of ships that require special attention from security corps. This is a typical 
scenario in Colombian coasts that have a wide extension and multiple access 
points to forests and mountains used by criminals who transport illegal drugs to 
countries in central, North America and Europe. Another issue that is taking 
relevance in these areas is traffic of people that use routes including coastal 
areas in Colombia.   There have been many efforts for dealing with these issues 
but they continue being matter of alarm. Installation of radar systems for coastal 
surveillance in these Colombian areas would contribute to deal with these serious 
problems. 

 

As participants in a transfer of knowledge and  technology project it is appropriate 
to contribute to a deep and conscious understanding  of radar technology, that 
possibilities in future original developments in Colombia, a country where 
unfortunately education, research and development of technological products is 
still emerging.  
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There have been numerous developments of software simulation tools for radar 
systems, many of them with an important relevance in academic scope that 
facilitates teaching of radar technology fundamentals. There have also  been 
more serious developments from industries and government agencies that take 
advantage of this type of tool for analyzing and improving their designs for radar 
systems, a good example of this is the tool named Narcosys [2] or  Naval radar 
computer simulation suite, a software tool containing algorithms developed in 
Defense Evaluation and Research Agency (DERA) in the United Kingdom for 
their own projects, allowing to create detailed models and simulations with high 
fidelity. This final work project is intended to be the first step in the approaching to 
a robust development of a useful simulation tool like the previously featured.             

The developed software tool for this final master work will allow to simulate 
roughly all the steps in a basic signal processing chain in a pulsed radar, starting 
with waveform generation for transmission; simulation of covertures' area where 
targets are detected and their main features; the undesired echoes or clutter;   
simulation of analog to digital conversion of received signals; the effect of 
matched filter in detection of echoes;  simulation of MTI and MTD processing; 
CFAR techniques and finally the construction of radar data matrix, which allow to 
recognized targets in space.  
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CHAPTER 1. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK  
 

This chapter is intended to summarize some basic concepts that will be the 
foundations for the rest of the document. 

 

1.1 Waveforms for radar systems 
 

The choice of a waveform for a radar system must take into account specific 
system design requirements, such as maximum range expected, range 
resolution, velocity resolution and main purpose of system to be developed: 
surveillance, tracking, weapons guidance etc.. The correct selection of a 
waveform can contribute to optimize range measurements, velocity 
measurements or tradeoffs  in system capabilities.   

The most common classification for waveforms used in radar technology are 
continuous and pulsed waveforms.  Continuous waveforms are transmitted 
without interruption; on the other hand, pulsed waveforms are transmitted in short 
intervals of time, followed by times for signal reception from possible targets.  

 

1.1.1 Unmodulated Pulse 
 

It is the simplest waveform used in pulsed radar systems, for its generation it is 
not necessary sophisticated hardware, although it is called a simple pulse 
actually consists on a high radiofrequency signal that is represented like a 
complex envelope of constant level of amplitude. 

This kind of signal is easy to generate but does not allow discriminating targets 
closely located in space, therefore it is a waveform used usually in low cost and 
low resolution systems. 

 

 

Figure 1. Simple unmodulated pulse. 
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1.1.2 LFM Pulse 
 

It is one of the most used waveforms in recent pulsed radar systems. This kind of 
waveform allows separate tradeoff between range resolution and maximum 
range that is presented in unmodulated simple pulse. For generating this 
waveform it is necessary to use additional hardware that makes more expensive 
the global system, but allows the work with pass band signals, which facilitates 
transmission and reception, because  processes of mixing and filtering  can be 
made in lower frequencies. 

This type of waveform makes easier the operation in digital domain of signals; 
makes easier getting pulses with more energy that at the same time provide a 
good range resolution. For reaching this feature almost every modern radar 
system implements in any way a matched filter, a technique called pulse 
compression, topics that will be described later.   

 

 

 

Figure 2.Linear frequency modulated pulse or chirp pulse. 

 

 

 

1.1.3 Barker 13 Pulse 
 

Another interesting set of waveforms used in radar technology is the one of digital 
signals. One of the main in this category is known Barker-13. It is a code of 
binary phase and consists of a long pulse subdivided in smaller pulses with a 
phase that could be either zero or pi radians. The main feature in this kind of 
signal is that it is the optimal for reducing secondary lobes in cross correlation 
function, which allow reducing the false targets detection in radar systems. 

   

 

Figure 3. Barker-13 code with two phases represented by symbols + or - 
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1.1.4 Matched filter 

The matched filter is a special filter for each kind of signal, by using it  is possible 
to reach maximum signal to noise ratio at output, when there are the reflected 
signal of interest by targets and white noise, typically Gaussian noise. This type 
of filter is essential in any kind of radar and digital communication systems, 
because they facilitate detection of weak signals in noisy environments, and 
when it is used in radar, contributes to increasing target detection probability and 
maximum range [3] 

The detailed analysis of matched filter response provides the important 
conclusion that its output can be treated as the cross correlation operation 
between received signal by radar and a replica of transmitted signal with a shift 
time, which is featured in next equation.   

 

𝑅𝑋𝑌(𝜏) = ∫ 𝑥(𝑡)∗. 𝑦(𝑡 + 𝜏)𝑑𝑡
∞

−∞

 

 

 

1.1.5 Pulse compression  
 

By using the matched filter it is possible to improve capabilities of a radar system. 
This kind of filter allows to use a technique commonly named pulse compression, 
that in few words helps to achieve the average transmitted power of a long pulse, 
while obtaining the range resolution associated to a short pulse [4].  

A way for achieving pulse compression is using phase or frequency modulation in 
transmission, thus, in reception stage the pulse can be seen as a set of shorter 
sub pulses that provide good range resolution. The factor of compression 
(denoted by𝜉) of output signal from its matched filter is the product of the original 
pulse width  𝜏  and the transmitted bandwidth B shown in next equation. 

 

 𝜉 = 𝐵 𝜏 
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1.2 Important Parameters in radar systems  
 

This section summarizes the basic parameters used in analysis of general radar 
systems. 

  

1.2.1 Central Operation Frequency (Fo) 
 

Frequency is expressed in hertz; 1 Hz equals one cycle per second. The 
wavelength and frequency of an EM wave are not independent; their product is 
the speed of light (c in free space): 

 

λ * f = c  

 

Radar systems work in a wide transmission frequency band. The higher the 
frequency of a radar system, the more affected by weather conditions like rain or 
clouds. But the higher the transmission frequency, the better the accuracy of the 
radar system. Next figure summarize common frequency bands for general 
purpose and bands for radar applications according to International 
Telecommunication Union or ITU. 

 

 

Figure 4. Common Radio Frequency and Radar Bands [5] 
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1.2.2 Bandwidth (BW) 
 

The bandwidth is a difference between the upper and lower cut-off frequencies of 
radar receiver, and typically measured in Hertz. In case of baseband channel or 
video signal, the bandwidth is equal to its upper cut-off frequency. In a radar 
receiver the bandwidth is mostly determined by the IF filter stages. The receiver 
must be able to process the signal bandwidth, of the backscattered pulse.      

   

 

Figure 5. Bandwidth represented on a spectrum analyzer screen [6] 

 

1.2. 3 Power transmitted 
 

The average power, P avg, of the transmitted EM wave is given by the product of 
the peak transmitted power, Pt, and the transmit duty factor [6]: 

 

𝑃𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 𝑃𝑡 ⋅ 𝑑𝑡 = 𝑃𝑡 ⋅ 𝜏 ⋅ 𝑃𝑅𝐹 

 

1.2.4 Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) 
 

It is the number of pulses that are transmitted per second (PPS), but is expressed 
in Hertz.  PRF has a close relation with another parameter called PRI or Pulse 
Repetition Interval measured in seconds and featured in following equation: 

 

𝑃𝑅𝐹 =
1

𝑃𝑅𝐼
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1.2.5 Pulse Width or Pulse duration (τ) 
 

Pulse width is defined as the fraction of time the transmitter is transmitting during 
one radar cycle and is called duty factor (or duty cycle), and could be expressed:  

 

𝑑𝑡 =
𝜏

𝑃𝑅𝐼
= 𝜏 ⋅ 𝑃𝑅𝐹  

 

 

1.3 Calculation of RCS from Swerling Target Models Cases 
 

The mathematician Peter Swerling introduced one of the most significant 
contribution to radar technology in twentieth century, a useful set of models for 
complex radar targets based on mean values for RCS and probability density 
functions that allow to do a good approximation of the real and changing RCS of 
physical objects. This classification for targets in radar technology divide them 
into: Swerling 5 for no fluctuating targets (it is also known as a Swerling 0) and 
fluctuating targets identified as Swerling 1, Swerling 2, Swerling 3 and Swerling 4 
types.   

 

Target Swerling 1:  its radar section varies from one scan to another (no pulse to 
pulse) and the expression for its probability density function can be expressed as: 

 

𝑃(𝜎) =
1𝜎

𝜎𝑚
𝑒

𝜎
𝜎𝑚 . 𝑈(𝜎) 

 

 

Target Swerling 2:  its radar section varies from one pulse to another (no scan to 
scan) and has the same probability density function (P.D.F) that Swerling 1. The 
phase is random pulse to pulse. Used to model the frequency agility. 

 

Target Swerling 3:  its radar section varies from one scan to another (no pulse to 
pulse) and the expression for its probability density function is:  

 

𝑃(𝜎) =
4𝜎

𝜎²𝑚
𝑒

2𝜎
𝜎𝑚 . 𝑈(𝜎) 

 

 

Target Swerling 4:  its radar section varies from one pulse to another (no scan to 
scan) and with the same (P.D.F) that Swerling 3. The phase is random pulse to 
pulse. Used to model the frequency agility. 
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Cases 1 and 2 represent targets with many similar reflectors (for instance, planes 
and ships). Cases 3 and 4 represent targets with one big reflector associated to 
many smaller reflectors (for instance missiles) [7].  

Below are shown some examples of the most typical radar targets and its 
different radar cross sections (m²): 

Object RCS 

(𝝈𝒎) 

Insect 
0. 

0001 
 

Birds 
0.01 

 

People 
 

1 

Cars 10 

Yacht 2 

Jumbo 
jet 

100 

Missile 0.5 

Fighter 
plane 

10 

Bomber 
plane 

20 

Ships 
20 -
500 

 

Table 1. Some typical mean values for RCS of common objects 

 

The implementation for the simulation was realized with a simple function taking 
advantage of the tools available in Matlab and modeling each of the types of 
target according to the characteristics set theory providing the value of the radar 
cross section and type of target Swerling 

For the type Swerling one and two the simulation takes a random array from 
exponential distribution and returns an array of random numbers chosen from the 
exponential distribution with the size of RCS. 

Otherwise for the type Swerling three and four the simulation is take a random 
array from chi-square distribution. The function returns an array of random 
numbers chosen from the chi-square distribution with the degrees of freedom and 
is the size of RCS.   

In addition Swerling 2 and 4 phase is modeled with a uniform distribution 
between 0 and 2 𝛑 radians. 

 

1.4 Radar Equation for calculating attenuation  
 

The main equation in radar technology establishes a relationship among main 
operation system parameters. 
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𝑆|𝑅 =
𝑃𝐺𝑇𝑅𝐺𝑅𝑅𝜆2𝜎

(4𝜋)3𝑅4𝐿𝑅
 

 

 

The  
𝑆

𝑁
  relation without the processing after the detector could be calculated like: 

 
𝑆

𝑁|𝑅
=

𝑃𝐺𝑇𝑅𝐺𝑅𝑅𝜆2𝜎

(4𝜋)3𝑅4𝐾𝑇0𝐹𝑅𝐵𝑅𝐿𝑅
 

 

  

If exists processing after detection, the equivalent bandwidth, 𝐵𝐸𝑅 is what should 

be used. If the processing gain is denominated as𝐺𝑃𝑅, the 𝐵𝐸𝑅 is defined as  

𝐵𝐸𝑅 =
𝐵𝑅

𝐺𝑃𝑅
. 

 
 
𝑃  Radar peak power. 
𝐺𝑇𝑅 , 𝐺𝑅𝑅 Radar Antenna transmission and reception gain. 

𝜆  Wavelength of signal transmitted. 
𝜎  Radar cross section.   

𝑅  Radar-Interceptor distance. 
𝐹𝑅  Radar receiver noise factor.  

𝐵𝑅  Wideband radar reception. 
𝐿𝑅  Radar Losses. 
 
  
 
For this specified application the radar equation should be expressed in terms of 
attenuation: 
 

𝐴𝑡𝑡 =
𝐺²𝜆2𝐿𝑝𝜎

(4𝜋)3𝑅4
 

 
Where Lp collects multiple losses in the radar system and environment. 

 

 
 
 

1.5 CLUTTER GENERATION 
 
For understanding clutter, first, it is necessary to understand the origin of 
clutter and different types, that will be of importance in the development of 
this project, a sufficiently clear definition is found in the book principles of 
modern radar [8]:  Radar clutter is a radar return from an object or objects 
that is of no interest to the radar mission. For example, the mission of many 
radar systems is the detection and tracking of “targets” such as aircraft, ships, 
or ground vehicles. To these systems, clutter is considered to be an 
interfering return from a natural object such as precipitation, vegetation, soil 
and rocks, or the sea.  
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1.5.1 Clutter types 
 
Punctual: angels (birds and insect), ground (edifice, towers, fireplaces). 
Surface: ground (surface terrain) and sea. 
Volumetric: meteorological (rain, snow) and chaff.  
 

 

Figure 6. Identification of clutter types on a radar screen (raw video) 

 
 
For development of this work will be use specifically the surface terrain, 
surface sea and volumetric clutter, bellow can see a short definition of these 
types.  
 

1.5.2 Surface clutter (ground) 
 
 
Since the received power affects detection of clutter in the same way and the 
design of radar operation and performance, the need to find a simple way to 
estimate these levels of clutter having a high precision and variety of 
environment, it is therefore necessary to generate models that include a 
mathematical formulation to encompass all the known parameters that have 
resulted from multiple experimental measurements.  
 
Clutter basically starts its modeling with theoretical calculations to reflectivity 
compared to the practical interpretation of these same experimental 
observations, for the correct understanding should take into some of the main 
parameters to consider are: 
 

• Grazing angle: Grazing angle, δ, is the angle at which the illumination 
energy strikes a clutter surface. 

 
• Vertical variation of the clutter scatterers: Rough surfaces have a 

larger σ⁰ than smooth ones for low grazing angles; at very high 
grazing angles (near 90º), smooth surfaces have a higher σ⁰ than 
rough ones. 
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• Wavelength: σ⁰ is a function of the wavelength. Center frequency of 
operation guard an important correlation with the reflectivity. 

 
• Types of land, the implementation of empirical models after 

observation and comparison with mathematical develop. 
 

 

1.5.3 Surface clutter (sea) 
 
  
To continue the study of clutter should be considered general principle for 
surface described in the previous section, also it must be understood how 
difficult it is generated with sea clutter as this presents a dynamic 
environment with very fast variations due to climatic phenomena especially 
wind, which generates a change in wave height and speed shift. 
 
In this case will take into account a mathematical model based on 
experimental observations of the Georgia Tech Institute, which is modeled 
with a successful accurately the behavior of clutter in marine environments 
and having as parameters Beaufort table which is quite used in this area 
worldwide; the most important additional parameters are: 
 
 

• Wind speed, their variation affects the movement of the sea surface 
and rain, causing changes impossible to predict accurately and great 
randomness in their environment 

 
• Type Sea, the influence of changing phenomena meteorological 

makes this factor is highly changeable being taken into account wind 
speed, wave height in certain cases could reach different target 
masking of various sizes so it is requires particular attention. 

 
• Antenna polarization 

 
 
 

1.5.4 Volumetric clutter  
 
 
The Volumetric clutter or atmospheric clutter is to examine how appears to an 
operator on radar display. Atmospheric clutter has two major effects on radar 
signal: it attenuates the signal traveling through the atmosphere to and from a 
target of interest and it reflects energy in a pseudorandom fashion back 
towards the radar. If this reflected, or backscattered, energy falls within the 
beamwidth of the radar and is located the target within range resolution, then 
the clutter signal will the target signal. The attenuation effect raises the lowers 
the reflected signal from the target, and the intracell scattering effect raises 
the apparent noise level of the receiver [9].  
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For this phenomenon there are parameters that must be specially designed 
and which depend on having a proper modeling of volumetric or atmospheric 
clutter among which mainly can be found: 
 

• Types of rain; is suitable to begin a modeling should clarify the 
amount of rain to consider, which has been identified in five main 
types for the application of empirical models and which have been 
identified reflectivity in accordance with the operating frequency. 

 
• Wind speed, their variation affects the movement of the rain, causing 

changes impossible to predict accurately and great randomness in 
their environment. 

 

• Volume in which the phenomenon will be generated, which is 
described by the antenna pattern of radiation and its components in 
azimuth and elevation, as well as the range resolution and range 
radar of system modeling. 

 

 

1.6 CFAR TECHNIQUES 
 

A constant false alarm is a processing technique used to compute a detection 
threshold (VT) in order to maintain a constant predetermined probability of false 
alarm (Pfa). These variables are connected through next equation, where noise 

power is denoted by  𝜎2  [5]: 

 

𝑉𝑇 = √2 𝜎2 𝑙𝑛 (
1

𝑃𝑓𝑎
) 

 

According to previous expression if it is necessary  to maintain constant false 
alarm probability the processor's system has to recalculate a new value for VT 
related to noise variance. There are different CFAR techniques that are employed 
in radar signal processing. In this work just one of them was studied and 
implemented in the developed simulation tool, it is called cell averaging CFAR 
(CA-CFAR). This algorithm can be operated on range or Doppler bins of radar 
data matrix built of echoes detected by a square-law detector.   

The simplest case of implementation for this algorithm consists on analyzing 
each cell in a row of radar data matrix and calculating a new value for detection 
threshold based on estimation of a mean value of power noise for immediate 
neighbors cells multiplied by a constant value used for scaling. For each cell, 
detection will be declared if actual value is higher or equal to calculated 
threshold. The next figure summarizes the algorithm.    
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Figure 7.  Scheme for CA-CFAR algorithm [6] 

 

1.7 Doppler processing 
 

Doppler processing is the common name for a set of techniques used in radar 
signals processing for getting important information from targets based on 
measurements of phase of received signals (or Doppler frequency shift). Two of 
main Doppler processing techniques are MTI and MTD, in this document will be 
summarized just a couple of possible algorithms.  

 

1.7.1 Moving target detection (MTI) 
 

The technique called moving target indication allows detection of targets in 
environments with a strong presence of stationary or quasi-stationary clutter [11]. 
Usually, for implementing this technique samples of slow time signal are 
processed in the time domain by high pass filters suppressing components due to 
clutter. The MTI processing has a relative low computational cost but produces 
limited useful information (indication of moving targets) compared to more 
sophisticated Doppler processing techniques. 

One common filter implementation for MTI processing is the single canceller or 
two-pulse canceller, it consists on a digital filter that based on samples of two 
consecutive pulses eliminates echoes from stationary targets (commonly clutter) 
and targets with shift Doppler at multiples of the Pulse Repetition Frequency of 
the radar system. An improvement of single canceller is the coupling of two of 
them in cascade, for creating a double canceller or three-pulse canceller which 
also provides high pass filtering, but improves the null depth and width in the 
vicinity of zero Doppler frequency. 

The next figure presents flow graphs and transfer functions for single and double 
cancellers. 
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Figure 8. Flow graphs and transfer functions for single and double cancellers [7] 

 

 

1.7.2 Moving target detection (MTD) 

 

The moving target detection technique is another important algorithm among 
Doppler processing algorithms. This pretends to measure Doppler frequency and 
thus radial velocity by using spectral analysis (a bank of filters in Doppler, instead 
of only one filter for the MTI) for each range bin. The MTD processing usually 
implies to perform a Digital Fourier Transform on slow-time samples by a Fast 
Fourier Transform Algorithm which facilitates the elaboration of range/ Doppler 
matrices. 

 

Figure 9. Structure for common MTD radar processing [8] 
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CHAPTER 2. SIMULATOR ARCHITECTURE 
 

In this chapter the simulator architecture is introduced, it is described the main 
functional blocks that allow simulating the processing radar chain. The following 
figure represents five fundamental blocks implemented in software by using 
Matlab scripts interconnected for offering desired functionalities. 

 

 

Figure 10. Simulator architecture 
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2.1 TRANSMITER SIMULATION 
 

This functional block is aimed to represent the phenomenon of signal generation 
occurred in a basic radar transmitter. The developed software scripts allow users 
to create the three basic and most useful waveforms in radar technology, these 
are: simple unmodulated pulse, linear frequency modulated pulse also known as 
chirp pulse, and lastly a Barker-13 code, based on a phase modulation 
technique.  

 

TRANSMITTER SIMULATION 

Scripts 

simulaTX.m 

Espectro.m 

Filtroadaptado.m 

 

Table 2. Scripts relative to transmitter simulation 

 

2.2 TARGETS SIMULATION 
 

The second functional block created pretends to simulate the operation 
environment of the radar system. This software can add points like targets with 
specific characteristics in a scenario 3D. Simulated targets have a position in 
space and components of velocity, whereas they have a RCS or radar cross 
section calculated and based on Swerling models. This block also simulates a 
rectangular array antenna and a basic form of the radar equation for calculating 
signal attenuation. 

 

TARGETS  SIMULATION 

Scripts 

posicionBlanco.m 

sw_cases.m 

factor_array_generico.m 

atenuaciónEqradar.m 

 

Table 3.Scripts relative to targets simulation 

 

 

2.3 CLUTTER SIMULATION 

 
This block is an optional complement to the previous block. Software's users can 
generate typical clutter and add it to the scenario, specifically sea clutter and 
terrestrial clutter. By doing this, the simulated environment reaches more realism 
and allow better experiments and results analysis.     
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CLUTTER  SIMULATION 

Scripts 

grazingAngle_V.m 

sigmaZeroK_V.m 

sigmaZeroVol_V.m 

sigmaZeroMar_V.m 

processClutter.m 

Clutter.m 
 

Table 4.Scripts relative to clutter simulation 

 

2.4 RECEIVER SIMULATION 
The third functional software block is developed for reproduce some of the main 
phenomena in a radar receiver. In this block reflected signals are affected by 
simulated thermal noise according to a noise figure for the receiver. Then, signals 
have a first treatment by filtering to avoid aliasing,  sampling and quantifying 
amplitude levels, in this way is emulated the process of conversion of analog 
signals to digital domain.    

 

RECEIVER  SIMULATION 

Scripts 

cuantificar.m 

muestreo.m 

filtroAntialiasing.m 

 

Table 5. Scripts relative to receiver simulation 

 

 

2.5 RADAR PROCESSING SIMULATION 
 

The last block featured in figure 1 pretends to simulate some of the main 
operations on digitalized signals that represent echoes from targets and clutter in 
the environment. These operations are: basic moving target detection 
processing, moving target indicator processing and constant false alarm 
technique.  

 

RADAR PROCESSING  SIMULATION 

Scripts 

RetardoBlancos.m 

PruebaSimulador.m 

CFAR.m 

MTI.m 

 

Table 6.  Scripts relative to radar processing simulation 
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CHAPTER 3. SIMULATION ROUTINES 
 

In this chapter are presented detailed description of simulation routines that 
composed the simulation tool. The chapter is divided in five functional blocks 
featured in architecture's tool, some functionalities featured were joined in one or 
more scripts indicated in tables 1 to 5, and in some cases were reutilized for 
different functional blocks necessities. 

 

 

3.1 Transmitter simulation function 
 

This module allows users to generate basic waveforms widely used in pulsed 
radar systems, these are: simple unmodulated pulse, linear frequency modulated 
pulse also known as chirp pulse, and a digital pulse called Barker-13. 

User has the choice of configuring main parameters of radar system, such as 
pulse width or pulse duration, pulse repetition frequency (PRF), central operation 
frequency, transmitter power level and bandwidth of transmitted signals 
depending on signal type selected. By knowing these data the developed 
software can plot waveforms in the output of radar transmitter before they are 
radiated by a simulated antenna. 

 In the following section the available waveforms in the simulation are described. 
The convention used for describing every developed script consists in a brief 
description of functionality, inputs and outputs for the script.    

 

 

3.1.1 Simple unmodulated pulse  
 

This function allows users to create one of three available radar waveform for 
simulation. This is the case for a simple unmodulated pulse. 

 

Script inputs: central operation frequency, transmitter peak power, pulse width, 
pulse repetition frequency (PRF).  

Script outputs:  vector of samples of simple pulse; vector of samples of time 
associated, graphics of the signal in time and frequency domains. Optional: 
vector of samples of signal filtered by its matched filter in radar receiver. 
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Figure 11. Simple pulse waveform in time domain. 

 

 

Figure 12.Frequency spectrum for simple pulse signal. 

 

 

Figure 13. Ideal output of matched filter for simple pulse.  
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3.1.2 Linear frequency modulated pulse (chirp pulse)  
 

This is the case for a linear frequency modulated pulse or chirp pulse. 

Script inputs: central operation frequency, transmitter’s peak power, pulse 
width, pulse repetition frequency (PRF), transmitted bandwidth. 

Script outputs: vector of samples of simple pulse; vector of samples of time 
associated, graphics of the signal in time and frequency domains. Optional: 
vector of samples of signal filtered by its matched filter in radar receiver, vector of 
samples of signal filtered and windowing. 

 

 

Figure 14.  Real and imaginary parts of chirp pulse in time domain. 

 

 

Figure 15.Frequency spectrum for chirp pulse. 
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Figure 16. Ideal output of matched filter for chirp pulse and Hann windowing. 

 

 

3.1.3 Barker-13 pulse 
 

This is the case for a Barker-13 pulse represented as a sequence of sub pulses 
of amplitude varying between two maximum values. 

Script inputs: central operation frequency, transmitter’s peak power, pulse 
width, pulse repetition frequency (PRF), transmitted bandwidth. 

Script outputs: vector of samples of simple pulse; vector of samples of time 
associated, graphics of the signal in time and frequency domains.  

 

 

Figure 17. Barker-13 code in time domain 
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Figure 18. Frequency spectrum for Barker-13 pulse 

 

 

Figure 19.Ideal output of matched filter for Barker-13 pulse 

 

 

3.1.4 Matched filter simulation function 
 

 

By using this module it is simulated the matched filter to available signals in the 
tool: simple unmodulated pulse, linear frequency modulated signal and Barker-13 
signal. The module provides the option of applying windowing for LFM signals for 
decreasing  level of secondary lobes that improve capability of reducing false 
targets in exchange of expansion of main lobe of waveform response and 
reduction of peak value [8].  

For implementing matched filter function it has been taking in account two 
algorithms. The first one based on calculation of impulse response of matched 
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filter to signal of interest and convolution signal operation. On the other hand, the 
second algorithm is based on system transfer function and its frequency 
response [8] 

 

Script inputs: vector of samples of signal of interest (simple pulse, chirp pulse or 
Barker-13 pulse), associated vector of samples of time.  

 

Script outputs:  vector of samples of filtered signal, associated vector of 
samples of time, graphics of filtered signals. Optional: vector of time of filtered 
signal with windowing (only available for chirp pulses). 

 

 

Figure 20. Matched filter output for several reflected pulses 

 

 

Figure 21. Matched filter output for a simple pulse. 
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Figure 22. Matched filter output for chirp pulse without windowing. 

 

 

Figure 23. Matched filter output for Barker-13 pulse. 

  

3.2 Targets simulation function 
 

By using this function different features of detected targets by radar are 
simulated, also the environment where the radar operates. This script makes use 
of some auxiliary functions for doing some tasks:  

• Determination of distance between radar and a specific target, in addition 
to azimuth and elevation angles associated. 

• Calculation of time shift from transmitted signal by radar and Doppler 
frequency for moving targets.  

• Calculation of radar cross section for each simulated target, taking into 
account probabilistic distributions of Swerling classification for targets. 

• Calculation of antenna gain in transmission and reception by simulating a 
rectangular phased array of N x M elements. 

• Calculation of transmitted signal attenuation, predicted by radar equation 
based on some simplifications. 
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• Creation of radar data matrix by summing all the signals reflected by 
simulated targets. 

In the next section the functions that implement the functionalities exposed 
previously are described. 

 

3.2.1 Function for determining distances, velocities, time delays and 
Doppler frequencies. 
 

This function calculates distance between a target and radar system, taking into 
account a proposed coordinates system featured in figure 24. This function 
besides calculates azimuth and elevation angles for each target in environment. 
The azimuth angles will be limited to +/- 90°, because it is assumed that every 
target must be in the area of coverage for simulation. Equally, targets will be 
located in elevation angles between +/- 90°, so it is possible to detect targets 
below antenna direct line of sight. 

In this function is also implemented the calculation of time delay of reflected 
signals, based on absolute distance between each target and the radar system. 
In addition it is calculated the Doppler shift induced by radial velocity of simulated 
targets.  

 

Script inputs:  position coordinates (X, Y, Z) for each target, velocity 
components (Vx, Vy, Vz), antenna height over sea surface (h).    

Script outputs: absolute distance between target and radar, assuming that it is 
located in coordinates (0, 0, h); azimuth and elevation angles measured 
according to conventions in figure 24; time delay for each detected echo and 
Doppler frequency associated.   

 

 

3.2.2 Coordinates system for location of targets in simulated space 
 

The position in space of simulated targets in the tool are restricted to the 
geometry described in next figure. Every target will be located at height greater or 
equal to zero, for representing ships that move on sea surface and aircraft as 
well. Radar's antenna could be located at h meters over sea surface, it allows to 
represent situations in which radar system is located on a cliff or a tower near a 
coast.  The next diagrams summarize the previous information. 
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Figure 24. Geometry for location of radar system and targets. 

.  

 

3.2.3   Function for estimation of radar cross section of targets function 
 

This function pretends to add more realism to target simulations. Based on a 
mean value of radar cross section chosen by user and a type of Swerling target 
(1, 2, 3, 4 ó 5) is calculated a radar cross section according to a probabilistic 
distribution appropriate to the target. 

Script inputs: type of Swerling target for simulation, mean value of radar cross 
section (RCS). 

Script outputs: mean value of sigma parameter for a specific target based on a 
distribution function of probability appropriate. (Exponential, Chi squared, etc...)   

 

 

 

3.2.4   Function for calculation of gain antenna 
 

This script allows to determine radiation pattern for an antenna configured like a 
rectangular array composed of N x M radiating elements. Based on calculated 
radiation pattern, the attenuation of received signal is estimated, taking into 
account the relative position to main radiation lobe and assuming that antenna 
steering angle is 0° or boresight. 

Script inputs: number of elements of array, N for rows and M for columns; 
position coordinates for target of interest (X, Y, Z), transmitter peak power. 
Optional: type of window for amplitude levels.   

Script outputs: vector of samples of array factor for a set of azimuth and 
elevation steering angles, specific antenna gain for a position in space, graphics 
of radiation pattern in two and dimensions.  
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Figure 25. Array radiation pattern using Blackman windowing in amplitude. 

 

 

Figure 26. Alternative 2D representation of amplitude levels for antenna radiation 
pattern. 

 

3.2.5 Geometry for antenna radiation pattern calculation 
 

The radiation pattern of an array made of isotropic radiating elements and 
assuming that all of them are steered to the same azimuth and elevation angles 
and have the same radiation pattern can be obtained as the product of array 
factor and radiation pattern of one radiating element.    

 

Figure 27. Positions of rectangular array antenna and a target of reference. 
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𝐹𝐴(𝜃, 𝜑) = ∑ 𝑃𝑖   𝑒
 𝑗 

2𝜋  
𝜆

 �̂�.𝑟�̂�
 

𝑖

 

 

Where vectors  �̂� y 𝒓�̂� can expressed as a function of azimuth and elevation 
steering angles. 

 

�̂� = 𝑠𝑒𝑛 𝜃 �̂� +  𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜑 �̂� + 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 𝑠𝑒𝑛 𝜑 𝑥  

𝑟�̂� = 𝑥𝑖  𝑥 +  0 �̂� + 𝑧𝑖�̂� 

 

The dot product operation of these vectors generates: 

 

𝑟�̂�  �̂� = 𝑥𝑖 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝜑 + 𝑧𝑖  𝑠𝑒𝑛 𝜃  

 

As a result, the array factor can be written as: 

 

𝐹𝐴(𝜃, 𝜑) = ∑ 𝑃𝑖   𝑒
 𝑗 

2𝜋  
𝜆

  𝑥𝑖 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝜑+𝑧𝑖 𝑠𝑒𝑛 𝜃
 

𝑖

 

 

This expression is implemented in the simulation tool, for calculating array factor 
of simulated antenna restricted by proposed geometry in next figure, and for 
calculating gain for a position in space relative to a pair of azimuth and elevation 
angles. 

 

 

 

Figure 28. Geometry for positioning of antenna and targets including vectors for 
reference. 
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3.2.6 Calculation of attenuation factor based on radar equation 
 

This function implements a simplified version of radar equation for calculating 
expected attenuation for reflected signals by targets to the radar system.  In the 
developed equation are taking into account propagation losses and additional 
losses.  

Script inputs: antenna gain, wavelength of simulated signal, losses due to 
atmospheric propagation, radar cross section (RCS), absolute distance between 
radar and target, central operation frequency.   

Script outputs: power attenuation for reflected signals received in radar for each 
one of targets in simulation environment. 

 

3.3   Clutter simulation function 
 

This feature allows simulating the behavior of clutter in different environments, 
and thus to perceive their influence on the signal, and thus be able to filter for 
more accurate data on the behavior of the simulation, thus having an 
appreciation closest to the reality of a radar system. 

 

3.3.1 Surface clutter (ground)  
 

This function is necessary to analyze the land environment and its implication in 
the wave propagation in the form of attenuation of the echoes at the receiver, it is 
therefore in this paper implemented the Kulemin model to simulate the  surface 
clutter (ground), which provides a mathematical model in correlation with 
experimental observations for validation practices. 

 

TERRAIN TYPE A1 A2 A3 

Concrete -49 32 20 

Arable land -37 18 15 

Snow -34 25 15 

Deciduous and coniferous forest, summer -20 10 6 

Deciduous forest, winter -40 10 6 

Grass with height more than 0.5 m -21 10 6 

Grass with height less than 0.5 m -(25-30) 10 6 

Urban territories (town and country buildings) -8.5 5 3 
 

Table 7.  The Kulemin coefficients A1 – A3 in land Model [16] 

 

Continuing with the description, Kulemin model coefficients are introduced to the 
mathematical model developed to obtain the value of sigma Zero.  
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𝜎0(𝑑𝐵) = 𝐴1 + 𝐴2 log
𝜑

20
+ 𝐴3 log

𝑓

10
 

 

Script inputs:  grazing angle, central operation frequency, radar height, range, 
and land type. 

Script outputs:  sigma Zero value in dB corresponding to radar cross section of 
clutter with a parameters of reflectance.  

 

 

Figure 29. Validation of Kulemin model for (3 GHz). 

 

 

  

Figure 30. Validation of Kulemin model for (10 GHz). 
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Figure 31. Validation of Kulemin model for (37.5 GHz). 

 

3.3.2 Surface clutter (sea) 
 

This function generates a model to simulate  sea clutter, Beaufort entering the 
table for the types of sea with sun average value of wave height in meters and 
wind speed in m / s, these values are necessary  for subsequent entry into the 
mathematical model generated GTRI for this type of clutter : 

 

BEUFORT 
NUMBER 

WIND SPEED 
(m/s) 

WAVE HEIGHT 
(mts) 

DESCRIPTION 

0 0 - 0.2 0 Calm 

1 0.3 - 1.5 0.1 Light air 

2 1.6 - 3.3 0.2 Light breeze 

3 3.4 - 5.4 0.6 Gentle breeze 

4 5.5 - 7.9 1 Moderate breeze 

5 8.0 - 10.7 2 Fresh breeze 

6 10.8 - 13.8 3 Strong breeze 

7 13.9 - 17.1 4 Near gale 

8 17.2 - 20.7 5.5 Gale  

9 20.8 - 24.4 7 Strong gale 

10 24.5 - 28.4 9 Storm  

11 28.5 - 32.6 11.5 Violent storm 

12 > 32.7 14 + Hurricane  

 

 

Table 8.  Table of Beaufort for sea types (wave’s height and wind speed) [18] 
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After entered the value of the type of sea we proceed to evaluate the relative 
wind factor for margin frequency with the following expressions: 

 

 

1 -10 GHz 

𝐴𝑣 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝(0.2 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜙 (1 − 2.8 𝜙𝑔𝑟)(𝜆 + 0.02)− 0.4) 

 

10 - 100GHz 

 

𝐴𝑣 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝(0.25 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜙 (1 − 2.8 𝜙𝑔𝑟)𝜆−0.33) 

 

Where Φ is the relative wind direction. 

Calculates the same way de wind speed with the expression, remember the 
speed value by delivered the Beaufort table.  

 

1 -10 GHz 

𝐴𝑊 = [1.94 𝑉𝑤 /(1 + 𝑉𝑤/15.4)]𝑞𝑤 

 

Where qw is achieved with: 

𝑞𝑤 = 1.1/(𝜆 + 0.02)0.4 

 

 

10 - 100GHz 

 

𝐴𝑤 = [1.94 𝑉𝑤/(1 + 𝑉𝑤/15.4)]𝑞𝑤 

 

Where qw is achieved with: 

𝑞𝑤 = 1.93 𝜆−0.04 

 

 

Finally you can calculate the reflectivity per unit area both sigma Zero for 
horizontal and vertical polarization, in dBm²/m²: 
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1 -10 GHz 

Horizontal polarization: 

𝜎0ℎ = 10 𝑙𝑜𝑔10(3.9 ∗ 10−6𝜆 𝜙𝑔𝑟
0.4𝐴𝑟𝐴𝑣𝐴𝑤) 

 

1 -3 GHz 

Vertical polarization 

𝜎0𝑣 = 𝜎0ℎ − 1.05 ln(ℎ𝑎𝑣 + 0.015) + 1.09 ln(𝜆) + 1.27 ln(𝜙𝑔𝑟 + 0.0001) + 9.7 

 

3 -10 GHz 

Vertical polarization 

𝜎0𝑣 = 𝜎0ℎ − 1.73 ln(ℎ𝑎𝑣 + 0.015) + 3.76 ln(𝜆) + 2.46 ln(𝜙𝑔𝑟 + 0.0001) + 22.2 

 

 

10 -100 GHz 

Horizontal polarization  

 

𝜎0ℎ = 10 𝑙𝑜𝑔10(5.78 ∗ 10−6 𝜆 𝜙𝑔𝑟
0.547𝐴𝐼 𝐴𝑣𝐴𝑤) 

 

 

Vertical polarization 

𝜎0𝑣 = 𝜎0ℎ −  1.38 ln(ℎ𝑎𝑣) + 3.43 ln(𝜆) + 1.34 ln(𝜙𝑔𝑟) + 18.55 

 

 

Script inputs:  grazing angle, polarization, central operation frequency, radar 
height, range, and sea type. 

Script outputs:  sigma Zero value in dB corresponding to radar cross section of 
clutter with a parameters of reflectance. 
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Figure 32. Validation of GIT model for sea clutter (Sea 3). 

 

 

Figure 33. Validation of GIT model for sea clutter (Sea 6). 
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Figure 34. Validation of GIT model for sea clutter (Sea 9). 

 

3.2.3 Volumetric clutter 
 

This function simulates the sigma Zero parameter for atmospheric environment 
considering different types of rain and its reflectivity, in each case with a model of 
GTRI when it depends on Average Rain Reflectivity versus Frequency Band, 
which provides a mathematical model in correlation with experimental 
observations for validation practices. 

 

 

Table 9.  Average Rain Reflectivity versus Frequency Band [17] 

 

 

Script inputs:  central operation frequency, frequency range, rain type. 

Script outputs:  sigma Zero value in dB corresponding to radar cross section of 
volumetric clutter with a parameters of reflectance. 
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Figure 35. Volumetric clutter reflectivity coefficient  

 

 

Figure 36. Validation to Clutter reflectivity sigma Zero versus frequency [17]. 

 

 

3.2.4 Clutter process  
 

By using this module it is simulated the clutter process for this calculation with 
area or volume that completes value of the reflectivity per square meter or cubic 
meter is obtained. 

Then the radar equation for clutter is used,  and thus, the radar cross section of 
the entire clutter considering parameters and wide range resolution and the beam 
width in azimuth and elevation which is provided by the beam width of the 
antenna.  

Is especially important to take into account additional parameters such as 
mentioned in the previous paragraph, as well as some more relevant to the 
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process of clutter like beamwidth in azimuth and elevation beamwidth, power, 
transmitted gain and reception gain. 

The first action to this script is call the different models to clutter simulation with 
the sigma zero value in each case. 

The next step is the calculate a sigma in square meters for surface clutter and 
cubic meters for the volume clutter, this value is obtained with the computation of 
the illuminated area with sigma Zero with an expression for the pulse length area 
and the beam width area: 

 

Area for surface clutter: 

𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 = 2 ∗ 𝑅 ∗ tan (
𝜃𝑎𝑧

2
) ∗ 𝛥𝑅 

 

 

Volume for atmospheric clutter: 

𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 = 4 ∗ 𝑅2 ∗ 𝛥𝑅 ∗ tan (
𝜃𝑎𝑧

2
) ∗ tan (

𝜃𝑒𝑙

2
) 

 

Another shape to obtain this area is with the expression: 

𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 = 𝛥𝑅 ∗ R ∗ (
𝜃𝑎𝑧∗𝜃𝑒𝑙

𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛷𝑔𝑟)
)

2

 [20] 

Finally you can calculate the power received with a radar equation for each case 

 

𝑃𝑟𝑥 =
𝑃𝑡𝐺𝑇𝑥𝐺𝑅𝑥𝜆2𝜎

(4𝜋)3𝑅4
 

  

  

Script inputs: reflective value for three environments (sigma zero), area, beam 
width in elevation and azimuth, range resolution, angles, height range.   

 

Script outputs:  power value to clutter  

 

3.2.5 Clutter matrix generation   
 

This function allows to generate a matrix containing samples of clutter, obtained 
by using previous functions that implement some clutter models. Each row in 
generated matrix will contain samples of magnitude and phase for clutter echoes 
for periods of time equals to pulse repetition interval (PRI).   
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For creating clutter matrix it is possible to select the kind of clutter in each range 
cell, therefore, user can create a scenario with desired characteristics for 
emulating real environments where coastal surveillance radars could operate.  

The clutter matrix generation function also implements digital filters that correlate 
samples of clutter, assuming these are modeled by a Rayleigh distribution.  

 

Script inputs: Samples of power reflected by each clutter cell in a period of time 
equals to PRI.  

Script outputs:   Matrix containing samples of magnitude and phase for each 
clutter cell in the distance range analyzed (equivalent to range restricted by PRI 
of the radar under test). 

 

3.4 Receiver simulation function 
 

3.4.1 Receiver simulation function 
 

This auxiliary function pretends to represent some phenomena occurred in radar 
signals reception, in particular addition of white Gaussian thermal noise to  
received signal, low pass filtering and operations of analog to digital conversion: 
sampling and quantization. For including more realism to receiver simulation, 
reflected signals have been amplified emulating in one amplification stage all the 
customary amplification processes in reception. 

 

Script inputs:  vector of samples of received signal, vector of samples of time 
associated. 

Script outputs: vector of samples of signal after signal processing in receiver 
simulation function. 

 

 

Figure 37. Reflected signal added with Gaussian white noise in radar receiver 
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Figure 38. Samples of signal filtered by anti-aliasing filter 

 

Figure 39. Signal after sampling, filtering, amplification and quantization 

 
 

 

3.5 Radar processing   simulation 
 

 

3.5.1 Function for creation of radar data matrix 
 

This function allows integration of data coming from received signals that are 
reflected by targets and clutter in simulation environment. The matrix stores in 
rows samples of signals for a time duration equivalent to pulse repetition interval 
(PRI) for a number of N simulated pulses defined by software's user.  As a result, 
data relative to magnitude and phase for each signal in receiver radar system are 
stored. 
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Script Inputs: vector of samples of reflected signals, Doppler frequency 
associated to each target, number of pulses for simulation (N pulses), expected 
time delay for each target, type of simulated signal. 

Script outputs:  vector of samples of reflected signals including information of 
magnitude and phase for N pulses. 

 

The next figures present data for periods of time of pulse repetition interval. 
These data are stored in rows for building a data matrix. In the figures are only 
presented magnitude information without phase information that is also stored. 

 

 

Figure 40. Transmitted chirp pulse (top) and three reflected pulses (down) 

 

 

 

Figure 41. Three reflected chirp pulses filtered by matched filter 
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Figure 42.Transmitted Barker-13 pulse (top) and three reflected pulses (down) 

 

 

Figure 43.Three reflected Barker-13 pulses filtered by matched filter 

 

 

Due to relevance of this stage in simulation of radar processing chain, the 
implemented algorithm for creating data matrix is featured in the next section  
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3.5.2 Algorithm for creation of radar data matrix 
 

1. The transmitted waveform must be defined and operation radar system 
parameters as well. 

2.  Antenna  features are defined, specifically  number of element in X dimension 
(see Figure 28), number of elements in Z dimension, distance among elements  
in X dimension, distance among elements in Z dimension, type of window for 
feeding in amplitude for antenna's elements.   

3.  Environment characteristics are defined: propagation losses, additional losses 
etc.   

4.   A new target is added to the simulation of the environment. 

4.1 Position target coordinates X, Y, Z are added in environment, also 
corresponding components of velocity  

4.2 Distance between target and radar is calculated, assuming the last one is 
located at the origin of the defined coordinate system. In addition azimuth and 
elevation angles, expected time delay for echoes and Doppler frequency, 
associated with radial velocity, are estimated. 

4.3 The type of Swerling target is selected for determining a radar cross section 
(RCS) according to an adequate probability distribution for each case and based 
on a mean value for RCS chosen by user's software.   

4.4 Reflected signal attenuation is calculated based on radar equation, taking into 
account: target location in space and its location relative to antenna main 
radiation lobe.   

4.5 The next procedure is executed for each one of the pulses in simulation and 
every target added to the environment. The first pulse for each target is employed 
like a reference for subsequent pulses.    

4.5.1 Additional time delay    for each pulse (starting in the second pulse) is 
estimated. Each attenuated and delayed pulse is stored in a data vector.  

4.5.2 The respective Doppler frequency shift is applied to previous vector. The 
first vector will have a Doppler shift of 0 Hertz respect to other vectors that will 
have a constant Doppler shift.   

4.5.3  Each vector is stored in the row corresponding to number of processed 
pulse in a two dimension matrix fitted to number of samples in fast time (sampling 
at Fs) for a time equivalent to one  pulse repetition interval (PRI) and number of 
pulses in simulation (sampling at PRF). 

4.6 After processing in section 4.5 has been finished, a radar data matrix is built 
for a specific target with a number N of pulses for simulation. If user wants to add 
a new target to the environment return to section 4.    

5.  Based on all the matrices that have been created for all targets, a total matrix 
is generated which includes information of each specific target. At this point, 
samples of simulated clutter must be added to the total matrix for adding realism 
to the scenario. 
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6.  It is created a new matrix adding previously matrix and a data matrix 
representing thermal noise taking into account a noise figure for radar receiver 
defined by user. 

7. Each row in data matrix is processed for simulating common steps in analog to 
digital conversion in radar receiver, such as sampling, antialiasing filtering and 
quantization. Once it has been done, digital simulated signals have been created.   

8. Each row in data matrix is processed for applying matched filter to transmitted 
signal defined in section 1.  

9.  When previous section is finished a complete radar data matrix has been 
created. 

 

 

3.5.3 Moving target detector processing 
 

This function allows to implement moving target detection processing to radar 
data matrix created in order to identify targets in range with radial velocity 
associated.   

Script inputs: radar data matrix containing rows composed of N simulated 
pulses, axes for Doppler frequency and radial velocity. 

Script outputs: Data radar matrix processed by columns by Fast Fourier 
Transform algorithm, graphics featuring detected targets in function of frequency 
or radial velocity, distance and amplitude level.  

 

 

Figure 44. Three detected targets by MTD processing featuring velocity and range 
information. 
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Figure 45.Three detected targets by MTD processing featuring Doppler frequency 
and range information. 

 

3.5.4 Moving target indication processing 
 

This algorithm is applied on rows of radar data matrix in order to suppress 
stationary targets that could be clutter or noise. The user can select the type of 
MTI canceller to be used: simple canceller (for two pulses) or double canceller 
(for three pulses).  

Script inputs:  set of vectors from radar data matrix for MTI processing, number 
of pulses (two or three). 

Script outputs: output vectors composed of samples of filtered signal after MTI 
processing. Optional: graphics of output filtered signal. 

 

 

Figure 46. Example of signals at input (top) and output (below) for MTI filter 
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3.5.5 Basic CA-CFAR algorithm  
 

This function implements a basic Cell Averaging Constant False Alarm Rate 
algorithm applied on rows in radar data matrix.  

Script inputs: rows of radar data matrix previously created containing 
information of magnitude and phase of reflected signals of targets and clutter 

Script outputs: vector of data for threshold detection level calculated using Cell 
Average technique, vector of detections, graphics of original data of reflected 
signals and threshold detection level.   

 

 

Figure 47. Detection threshold level and received signal (Barker-13 pulses). 

 

 

Figure 48. Detection threshold level and received signal (chirp pulses).  
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Figure 49. Samples identified as detections (chirp pulses received). 
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CHAPTER 4. STUDY CASES 
 

In this chapter some software tests are featured in order to study operation 
scenarios of simulated radar systems. These tests pretend to evaluate operative 
parameters of a common coastal surveillance radar system that detects targets 
on sea surface and airborne targets flying at low altitude.  

The study cases are based on operation parameters for conventional coastal 
surveillance systems. The central operation frequency values correspond to X 
band, adequate for dealing with hard atmospheric conditions and providing 
acceptable range resolution. 

 

4.1 Range resolution test 
 

By using the simulation tool it is possible to study the range resolution for a 
specific radar system with required operation parameters. For this test it has 
been selected an unmodulated simple pulse waveform,  an operation frequency  
of 10 GHz, a peak power of 2000 Watts, pulse width of 25 µs, PRF equals to 
1000 Hz and transmitted bandwidth of 1.5 MHz. The radar antenna is suppose to 
be on a cliff near a cost at 200 m over sea surface.  

 For simulation have been created two targets with a mean value for RCS of 20 

𝑚2 assuming they are two small boats that could be classified as Swerling 1 or 2 
targets. 

The theoretical range resolution for this system is: 

 

Δ𝑅 =
𝑐

2 𝐵𝑊
 

Δ𝑅 =
3 ∗ 108

2 ∗ 1.5 ∗ 106
= 100 𝑚 

 

After executing a simulation for this scenario without taking into account clutter, 
and transmitting 100 pulses, the output signal of matched filtered does not allow 
to distinguish between two signal peaks. Repeating the experiment for distance 
between targets of 150 m is possible to distinguish the two peaks shown in the 
next figure. 
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Figure 50. Echoes from two targets closely spaced 

 

The differences between theoretical expected  results and  experimental results 
can be explained by the variation of RCS due to Swerling 1 model, thus two 
targets modeled, could have very different values of radar cross section and 
possibly one of them could be masked by the other one.  

 

4.2 CFAR technique for two close targets  
 

For this test will be simulated two targets located in the simulation environment. 
One of them will represent a strong target and the other one will represent a 
weak target, both will be located on sea surface assuming they are a ship and a 
boat detected by the radar system 

The first target will be located at 25 Km from radar on sea surface, its mean value 

of RCS will be 500 𝑚2 adequate for a big ship. On the other hand, the second 
simulated target will be located to 10Km from the first target and will have a mean 

value of RCS will be 10𝑚2. 

After executing a simulation with the previous conditions for targets, it is 
important to mention that the strong signal reflected by the ship is much stronger 
than signal reflected by boat as is shown in next figure, its level is even lower 
than secondary lobes from first target.  Therefore, threshold determined by CA-
CFAR algorithm for this situation does not allow the weak echo to be detected as 
a valid target, while the strong echo exceeds threshold level for little, enough to 
be considered a valid detection by the radar processor. 
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Figure 51. Two echoes detected and threshold level set by CA-CFAR algorithm 

 

 

A new simulation having two targets with the same RCS mean value provides 
two detections by level threshold established by CA-CFAR implemented 
algorithm in the developed simulation tool. Next figure represents this scenario. 

 

 

Figure 52. Three targets that exceed threshold of CA-CFAR 

 

In this case, CA-CFAR is a good technique for detecting these peak that are 
enough separated to be clearly detected based on a good estimation of noise in 
reference cells used in algorithm. There have been utilized 40 reference cells, 10 
guard cells and a level of threshold of 10 dB over noise floor level. 
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4.3 Test   of MTI processing 
 

For this test will be simulated three targets two of them with a radial velocity 
associated different to zero m/s and a quasi stationary target moving at radial 
velocity of 0.1 m/s.   

Next figure shows the three detected targets and identified in a Doppler-Range 
graphic created by MTD processing featured in next section. It is clear the 
presence of two targets located at 25 Km, 35 Km and 46 Km respectively, with 
associated radial velocities of 5 m/s, 0.1 m/s and 9.9 m/s. 

 
 

Figure 53. Moving targets and stationary target in Doppler-range matrix 

For simulation was used a double canceller that takes the first three rows of radar 
data matrix generated for filtering stationary targets. In this experiment the target 
located at 35 Km was generated with a radial velocity of almost 0 m/s for verifying 
it was going to be suppressed by  the MTI filter. Following figure shows the 
echoes before and after the moving target indication processing. 

 
 

Figure 54. Signal before double canceller processing (top) and after processing 
effect (down) 
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4.4 Test of MTD processing 
 

For this test will be simulated a scenario with three targets moving and 
different velocities and located in different ranges. The targets will be 
separated 200 m each other, with the first one at 5 Km from the radar system. 
Next figure shows the three detected moving targets with velocities of 10 m/s, 
15 m/s and 25 m/s respectively. 

 

 

Figure 55. Three targets closely located and processed by MTD 

 

The three simulated objects were modeled as Swerling 5 targets. As it is possible 
to see in previous figure, the targets can be distinguished because of the use of 
moving target detector that provides high levels of magnitude for cells containing 
samples of moving targets.  A simulation only made in time domain might not 
have been enough to differentiate the three targets closely located. 

 

 

4.5 Basic array antenna design 

 

The developed function for array antenna simulation can make easier the design 
of this kind of element. Based on some basic mathematical expressions for beam 
widths in azimuth and elevation [18], users can experiment with number of 
radiating elements and distances among them and the amplitude weights for 
windowing. 

It will be supposed to design an array with a beam width in azimuth of +/- 6°, and 
a beam width in elevation of +/- 8°, these values measured between null points in 
radiation pattern. 
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The next expression establishes a relationship among desired beam width, the 
number of antenna radiating elements and distances, and the wavelength for 
operation. 

Δ𝜃 =
2 𝜆

𝑁 𝑑
 

 

After using the previous equation, assuming a wavelength equals to 0.03 m and 
a fixed distance among radiating elements equals to 0.5  𝜆 the values for number 
of elements should be approximately:  10 elements in X dimension and 8 
elements in Z dimension of plane for antenna location proposed in section 3.2.5 

The simulation function allows to create the following graphic that is a two 
dimension representation of array factor. The figure represents the antenna gain 
versus the elevation angle, where it is possible to see that the expected beam 
width for elevation is almost reached. Correct results are also obtained for 
azimuth beam width. 

 

 

Figure 56. Antenna gain vs elevation angle for calculated parameters design 

 

If an antenna design also requires to reach a specification for secondary lobe 
level the software user can experiment with the available set of amplitude 
windows that in radar technology help to reduce the detection of false targets in 
secondary antenna lobes, but widening main antenna lobe and losing some gain 
level.  
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CHAPTER 5.  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 
Simulation has demonstrated to be a very useful tool for learning and analyzing 
fundamental principles of radar systems. The developed software modules 
written in Matlab language programming facilitated the comprehension of 
different processes in a basic radar processing chain. The simulations executed 
allowed to understand some tradeoffs in radar system design, mainly the related 
to transmitted waveforms and basic system operation parameters that 
determined system capabilities.  

Even though the simulated scenario did not take into account many details of real 
scenarios, the magnitudes of voltages and powers obtained in simulation in 
receiving stage for echoes and thermal noise are similar to expected in physical 
radar systems, also the magnitudes for the types of clutter simulated, based on 
experimental models. The dynamical behavior of simulated targets is a good 
approximation to real behavior due to use appropriate probability functions 
implemented by predefined Matlab functions that generate random numbers 
correct for simulation. 

The specific signal processing algorithms for radar systems that were 
implemented allow a better understanding of importance of these techniques in 
the overall system behavior. In simulations there is not an important additional 
cost of modifying processing features such as sampling frequency, precision in 
A/D converters, number of filters etc. That in real system can restrict the viability 
of a specific design because of cost or the availability of real hardware 
components that provide desired capabilities.  Even though implemented 
algorithms for radar signal processing were not very sophisticated, they help to 
appreciate the necessity of this set of techniques for getting better and more 
reliable results that in radar technology represent an increase in detection of true 
targets, clearly differentiated from thermal noise and clutter echoes.  

The developed simulation for a rectangular array antenna made easier the 
design at a basic level of this kind of element, assuming that all the elements 
were isotropic with an omnidirectional radiation pattern. The possibility of 
variation of weighting coefficients for amplitudes allowed to get better designs for 
reaching specific secondary side lobes level and a desired gain antenna 
experimenting with number of radiating elements and distances among elements. 

  As future work the developed work could be improved by doing many tasks that 
are intended to add realism and validity to models in the simulation tool. The 
design and creation of a graphical user interface (GUI) will facilitate the 
interaction between people and software. Future versions of this tool should 
include more realism in environment representation, taking into account reliable 
models for wave’s propagation, signal attenuation and multipath. Besides, clutter 
simulation should consider more types of clutter and better models for adding 
more realism to scenarios. In this final project has been simulated a radar system 
that is assumed to be stationary and steering to boresight, but a real system 
usually has a rotating antenna or a set of arrays for offering coverage of 360°, 
therefore this featured should also be simulated for analyzing other aspects in 
simulations. An improvement in the tool should consider aspects like sensitive 
time control and real limitations in amplification stages that were not covered. 
Finally a more detailed simulation of an array antenna in future could be 
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adequate in order to optimize this important element that in this work was not 
treated with detail. An improved antenna simulation could include an 
implementation of a monopulse   processor for getting information of incidence 
angle from signals reflected by targets, thus more accurate positions could be 
estimated.  

A new branch of work for futures projects derived from this project could be the 
extension of this software simulation tool to a model that contributes to create a 
system using the technique called hardware in the loop (HIL).  By using a HIL 
system, a computational model could interact with embedded systems provide 
them inputs, that in case of simulating a radar system could be the generated 
signal, adapting the waveform generation from this project  for creating a robust 
module for radar waveform generation.   
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GLOSARY 
 

 

Probability of False Alarm: in radar technology is the probability of detecting a 
possible target when actually there is just thermal noise in receiving stage. 
System are designed looking to reduce probability of false alarm. 

 

Probability of detection: in radar technology is the probability of detecting true 
targets when indeed, there are targets in the coverage area of the radar system. 
System are designed looking to maximize probability of detection after a 
probability of false alarm has been established. 

 

Phased array: a kind of antenna composed of multiple radiating elements that 
can be fed individually for forming a unique antenna that transmits high power 
and has the capability of being electronically steered.   

 

Probability density function (PDF):  a mathematical function that represents 
the probability for a random variable to take a specific vale. This kind of function 
is widely used in communication systems modeling, including radar systems. 
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COMPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 
 

In this section some parts of developed code in Matlab are featured as a 
reference for future work. 

%%%  simulador TFM 
clear  
clc 

  
%% Datos de blancos 

  
    Coordenadas=[0, 5000, 0]; 
    Comp_velocidad=[35, 10, 0]; 
    RCS_media=50; % m^2 
    TipoSW=5;% SW 1,2,3,4 ó 5 
    Npulsos=100; %Número de pulsos a simular 

     

     
%% Datos de antena 

  
    altura=200; % altura de posición de antena (0,0,h) medida en 

metros (m) 
    Nx=10; 
    Nz=10; 
    dx=0.5; % espaciamiento entre elementos medido en lambdas 
    dz=0.5; 
    TipoVentana=1;% 1 (rectangular),2(hamming),3(hann),ó 

4(blackman) 

     

     
 %% Datos de entorno 
    Lp=0.1; %medidas en dB, pérdidas de propagación por Km 

     

  
%% Datos de señales simuladas     
% Tipo de señal (1:pulso simple,2: pulso chirp,3: pulso barker-13) 

  
    tipoS=2; 

     

  
switch tipoS 

  
    case 1 
    %Cargar valores para pulso simple         

     
    Fo=10e9; %Hz 
    lambda=3e8/Fo; 
    tau=10e-6; % s 
    PRF=1000;  % Hz 
    Potencia=2000; % W 

     
    Fs=1000*(1/tau); % Hz 
    t=0:1/Fs:tau; % vector de tiempos para pulso simple 
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    Stx=sqrt(Potencia)*ones(1,length(t)); % vector con muestras de 

la señal, RAIZ CUADRADA A LA POTENCIA PARA STX 

     
    %creación de vectores auxiliares para señal pulso sin modular 
    Nv=1/(tau*PRF); 

     
    VectorPRI=0:1/Fs:1/PRF; 

     
    Smod=zeros(1,length(VectorPRI)); %crear vector de ceros para 

guardar señal de un blanco, dentro de posible ventana de tiempo de 

recepcion 
    Stotal=zeros(1,length(VectorPRI));% crear vector para señal 

total de los diferentes blancos 
    Stotal_FA=zeros(1,length(VectorPRI));% crear vector para señal 

total de los diferentes blancos 

     

  

     
    %Vector de tiempos para filtro adaptado 

     
    t_m=0:1/Fs:2*tau; %vector de tiempos modificado para muestreo 

en el FA, del doble de longitud del t original 
    

save('PulsoSimple','Stx','t','tau','PRF','Fs','Nv','Smod','Stotal'

,'Stotal_FA'); 

     

     
    case 2 
    %Cargar valores para pulso Chirp 

     
    Fo=10e9; %Hz 
    lambda=3e8/Fo; 
    tau=10e-6; % s 
    PRF=2000;  % Hz  
    Potencia=2000; % W 
    DF= 5e6; % Excursión en frecuencia 
    Fs=10*DF; % frecuencia de muestreo 
    t=-tau/2:1/Fs:tau/2; % vector de tiempos para señal Chirp      
    gamma=DF/tau; % factor gamma para señal chirp     
    Stx=sqrt(Potencia)*exp(1i*pi*gamma*t.^2); % vector de muestras 

de la señal Chirp 

     
    %creación de vectores auxiliares para señal chirp 

         
    Nv=1/(tau*PRF); 

     
    % probatina 1 

     
    VectorPRI=0:1/Fs:1/PRF; 

     
    % 
    Smod=zeros(1,length(VectorPRI)); %crear vector de ceros para 

guardar señal de un blanco, dentro de posible ventana de tiempo de 

recepcion 
    Stotal=zeros(1,length(VectorPRI));% crear vector para señal 

total de los diferentes blancos 
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    Smod_FA=zeros(1,length(VectorPRI)); %crear vector de ceros 

para guardar señal de un blanco, dentro de posible ventana de 

tiempo de recepcion 
    Stotal_FA=zeros(1,length(VectorPRI));% crear vector para señal 

total de los diferentes blancos, zeros(1,Nv*length(Stx)) 

     
    %Matrices para ecos recibidos 
    Matriz_Stotal=repmat(Stotal,Npulsos,1); 
    Matriz_Stotal_FA=repmat(Stotal_FA,Npulsos,1); 

     
    %Vector de tiempos para filtro adaptado 

     
    t_m=0:1/Fs:2*tau; 
    

save('PulsoChirp','Stx','t','tau','PRF','Fs','Nv','Smod','Stotal',

'Stotal_FA'); 

     

     
    case 3 
    %Cargar valores para pulso Barker-13 

     
    Fo=10e9; %Hz 
    lambda=3e8/Fo; 
    tau=5e-6; % s 
    PRF=4000;  % Hz 
    Potencia=2000; % W 
    Fs=100*(13/tau); 
    t=0:1/Fs:tau; % vector de tiempos para señal Barker-13 

     
    lo=length(t); 
    B13=[1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1]; 
    Code=B13; 
    Stx=ones(ceil(lo/13),1)*Code; %multiplicación de vector fila 

(Code) por vector columna (ones(13,1)) produce matriz cuadrada con 

filas iguales a secuencias B13 
    Stx=sqrt(Potencia)*Stx(:); 
    t=0:tau/(length(Stx)-1):tau; % vector de tiempos: REVISAR 

     
    %creación de vectores auxiliares para señal pulso Barker-13 
    Nv=1/(tau*PRF); 
    Smod=zeros(1,Nv*length(Stx)); %crear vector de ceros para 

guardar señal de un blanco, dentro de posible ventana de tiempo de 

recepcion 
    Stotal=zeros(1,Nv*length(Stx));% crear vector para señal total 

de los diferentes blancos 
    Smod_FA=zeros(1,Nv*length(Stx));  
    Stotal_FA=zeros(1,Nv*length(Stx)); 

     
    %%vector adicional para poder graficar amplitudes 
    Smod_graf=Smod; 

               
    %% A partir del vector para un pulso se genera la matriz para 

N pulsos  

          
    Matriz_Stotal=repmat(Stotal,Npulsos,1); 
    Matriz_Stotal_FA=repmat(Stotal_FA,Npulsos,1); 
    Matriz_Stotal_graf=repmat(Stotal,Npulsos,1); 
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    %Vector de tiempos para filtro adaptado 

     
    t_m=0:tau/(length(Stx)-1):2*tau; 
    

save('PulsoBarker13','Stx','t','tau','PRF','Fs','Nv','Smod','Stota

l','Stotal_FA'); 

     

         
    otherwise 

         
    disp('tipo de señal no válido');     

     

     
end;        

  

  

  
%OPERACIONES  
switch tipoS 

     

     
  % PULSO SIMPLE 
    case 1 

        
        Matriz_Stotal=[]; 
        Matriz_Stotal_FA=[]; 

         
        %%%%%%%%%%% CREAR BLANCOS Y CONSTRUIR MATRIZ DE DATOS 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        %%% 
        % Blanco 1 

         
        Nblancos=1; 
        [theta, phi, R, DeltaT, Fd, 

Vradial]=posicion_blancoV2(Coordenadas(1),Coordenadas(2),Coordenad

as(3),Comp_velocidad(1),Comp_velocidad(2),Comp_velocidad(3),Fo,alt

ura); 
        sigma=sw_cases2(TipoSW,RCS_media); 
        G_n=factor_array_generico(Nx, Nz, dx, dz, theta, 

phi,TipoVentana); 
        Att=atenuacionEqRadar(G_n,lambda, Lp, sigma,R,Fo); 

         
        

[Matriz_Stotal,Matriz_Stotal_FA]=RetardoBlancosV5(Matriz_Stotal,Ma

triz_Stotal_FA,DeltaT,Att,Fd,tipoS,Npulsos,Vradial,TipoSW,RCS_medi

a,Lp,Fo,Nblancos); 

         

  
        % Blanco 2 

         
        Nblancos=2; 
        [theta, phi, R, DeltaT, Fd, 

Vradial]=posicion_blancoV2(Coordenadas(1),Coordenadas(2)+10000,Coo
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rdenadas(3),Comp_velocidad(1),Comp_velocidad(2),Comp_velocidad(3),

Fo,altura); 
        sigma=sw_cases2(TipoSW,RCS_media); 
        G_n=factor_array_generico(Nx, Nz, dx, dz, theta, 

phi,TipoVentana); 
        Att=atenuacionEqRadar(G_n,lambda, Lp, sigma,R,Fo); 

         
        

[Matriz_Stotal,Matriz_Stotal_FA,EjeR,EjeDoppler,EjeVel,tm]=Retardo

BlancosV5(Matriz_Stotal,Matriz_Stotal_FA,DeltaT,Att,Fd,tipoS,Npuls

os,Vradial,TipoSW,RCS_media,Lp,Fo,Nblancos); 

         

         
        % Blanco 3 

         
        Nblancos=3; 
        [theta, phi, R, DeltaT, Fd, 

Vradial]=posicion_blancoV2(Coordenadas(1)+10000,Coordenadas(2)+200

00,Coordenadas(3),0.1,0.1,0,Fo,altura); 
        sigma=sw_cases2(TipoSW,RCS_media); 
        G_n=factor_array_generico(Nx, Nz, dx, dz, theta, 

phi,TipoVentana); 
        Att=atenuacionEqRadar(G_n,lambda, Lp, sigma,R,Fo); 

         
        

[Matriz_Stotal,Matriz_Stotal_FA,EjeR,EjeDoppler,EjeVel,tm]=Retardo

BlancosV5(Matriz_Stotal,Matriz_Stotal_FA,DeltaT,Att,Fd,tipoS,Npuls

os,Vradial,TipoSW,RCS_media,Lp,Fo,Nblancos); 

         
        %% graficar una fila para pruebas 
        plot(tm,Matriz_Stotal(1,1:length(tm))); 

         
        

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 

         
        %% SUMAR CLUTTER 
        ResDist=3e8/(2*DF); 

         
        [sigmasup,sigmamar,sigmavol,Vw ] = 

processclutter_V(Fo,altura,ResDist); 

         
        CeldasClutterSup=length(sigmasup);% equivale a M 

         
        TipoClutter=1; %1-terrestre (superficial), 2- marítimo, 3- 

volumétrico 
        vradClutter=0; % 0 m/s para clutter terrestre 

        
        

[MatrizClutterSup]=Clutter(CeldasClutterSup,Npulsos,sigmasup,Vw,Fo

,PRF,TipoClutter,vradClutter); % llamado a función para correlar 

clutter 

         
        % Seleccionar unas cuantas columnas de la matriz de 

valores RCS de clutter 
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        MatrizClutterAux=MatrizClutterSup(:,500:502); 

         
        %for n=1:3; 

             
          RCSCeldaClutter=abs(MatrizClutterSup(1,n)); 
          [theta, phi, R, DeltaT, Fd, 

Vradial]=posicion_blancoV2(0,1000,0,0,0,0,Fo,altura); 
          G_n=factor_array_generico(Nx, Nz, dx, dz, theta, 

phi,TipoVentana); 
          Att=atenuacionEqRadar(G_n,lambda, 

Lp,RCSCeldaClutter,R,Fo); 

           
          

[Matriz_Stotal,Matriz_Stotal_FA,EjeR,EjeDoppler,EjeVel,tm]=Retardo

BlancosV5(Matriz_Stotal,Matriz_Stotal_FA,DeltaT,Att,Fd,tipoS,Npuls

os,Vradial,TipoSW,RCS_media,Lp,Fo,Nblancos); 

               
        %end     

         
        %figure; 
        %imagesc(EjeR,EjeDoppler,20*log10(abs(MatrizClutterSup))-

20*log10(max(max(abs(MatrizClutterSup)))),[-64 0]) 
        %imagesc(abs(MatrizClutterSup)); 

               
         %% SUMAR RUIDO TÉRMICO A MATRIZ DE DATOS 
         %% Matriz de ruido térmico 

          
         k=1.38e-23; 
         To=298; 
         F=6; % Factor de ruido del receptor medido en dB, 

unidades naturales para  calcular Pn 

          
         F=10^(F/10); 

          
         Pn= 4*k*To*F*Fs;  % valor al cuadrado, multiplicar por BW 

de filtro mas estrecho-->antialiasing 

          
         

Matriz_ruido=(sqrt(Pn/2)).*(randn(Npulsos,length(Smod))+1j*randn(N

pulsos,length(Smod))); 

  
         %% Sumar ruido a matriz total 

          
         MatrizSyR=Matriz_Stotal+Matriz_ruido; 

  

         
         %% filtrado antialiasig, muestreo y cuantificación 

           
         N=10; % factor de muestreo 

          
         Fs=Fs/N; % nueva frecuencia de muestreo 
         fc=Fs/2; %frecuencia de corte para evitar aliasing: Fs/2 

          
         MatrizSyR_filtrada=zeros(size(MatrizSyR)); % espacio de 

memoria para esta matriz 
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         for n=1:Npulsos 

          
         

MatrizSyR_filtrada(n,:)=filtro_antialiasing(MatrizSyR(n,:),tm,fc); 

%se filtra señal con filtro pasabajo antialiasing 

              
         end; 

          
         %%%% AMPLIFICACIÓN DE SEÑAL EN RECEPTOR 

          
         G=70; %dB ganancia amplificador 
         MatrizSyR_filtrada=MatrizSyR_filtrada.*10^(G/20); 

          

          
         %% MUESTREO 
         %MatrizSyRmuestreada=zeros(size(MatrizSyR)); 

  

  
         MatrizSyRmuestreada=MatrizSyR_filtrada(:,(1:N:end)); 
         tm=tm(1:N:end);   % muestreo de eje de tiempos 

          

          
         %% Cuantificación 14 bits 

          
         b=14; % número de bits de resolución de ADC 
         MatrizCuantificada=zeros(size(MatrizSyRmuestreada)); 
         %MatrizCuantificada=zeros(size(MatrizSyR_filtrada)); 

          
         Vmax=0.5;   % valor máximo para cuantificador 
         for n=1:Npulsos 

              

              
         %Vmax=max(MatrizSyR(n,:)); % amplitud máxima a la salida 

del ADC 
         

%MatrizCuantificada(n,:)=cuantificar(MatrizSyR_filtrada(n,:),b,Vma

x); 
         

MatrizCuantificada(n,:)=cuantificar(MatrizSyRmuestreada(n,:),b,Vma

x); 

          
         end; 

          

          

          
       %% PROCESAMINETO CON FILTRO ADAPTADO 

        
       Matriz_Stotal_FA=Matriz_Stotal_FA(:,(1:N:end)); 
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         for n=1:Npulsos 

              

  
             

Matriz_Stotal_FA(n,1:length(tm))=filtro_adaptadoV3(tm,MatrizCuanti

ficada(n,1:length(tm)),1,Stx(1:N:end)); 

              
         end; 

         
        % Ajuste en matriz para compensar retardo de filtro 

adaptado 
        [zz,ind_aux]=min(abs(tm-tau)); %indice para comenzar nueva 

matriz corregida 
        Matrizmod=Matriz_Stotal_FA(:,ind_aux:end); 
        %Matrizmod=Matriz_Stotal_FA;  

         

         
        %% Procesamiento MTI 

         
         vectores=Matrizmod(1:3,:); 
         [StxProc]=MTI(vectores,3); 
         subplot(2,1,1) 
         plot(abs(Matrizmod(1,:)),'k') 
         title('Señal antes de procesamiento MTI') 
         xlabel('Número de muestra (n)') 
         ylabel('Amplitud') 

  
         subplot(2,1,2) 
         plot(abs(StxProc),'k'); 
         title('Señal filtrada por cancelador MTI') 
         xlabel('Número de muestra (n)') 
         ylabel('Amplitud') 

  

             
        %% Procesamiento MTD 

         
        %matrizDoppler=fft(Matriz_Stotal_FA,256,1);% matriz sin 

ajuste por F.A 

                                                     

  
        matrizDoppler=fft(Matrizmod,256,1); 

         
        % eje modificado para muestreo 
        EjeR=N*+EjeR(1:1/N:end);   % MODIFIQUÉ EJE R PARA AJUSTAR 

TAMAÑOS DESPUES DE MUESTREO 

  

         

         
        figure; 
        imagesc(EjeR,EjeVel,20*log10(abs(matrizDoppler))-

20*log10(max(max(abs(matrizDoppler)))),[-64 0]) 
        xlabel('Distancia (m)') 
        ylabel('Velocidad (m/s)') 
        title('Matriz Distancia-Velocidad') 
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        figure; 
        imagesc(EjeR,EjeDoppler,20*log10(abs(matrizDoppler))-

20*log10(max(max(abs(matrizDoppler)))),[-64 0]) 
        xlabel('Distancia (m)') 
        ylabel('Frecuencia Doppler (Hz)') 
        title('Matriz Distancia-Frecuencia Doppler') 

         

         

         
        %% PROCESAMIENTO CA-CFAR 

               
        M=10; 
        Cguarda=5; 
        umbral=10; 
        

%[VectorSalida,Stx]=CFAR(abs(Matrizmod(1,:)).^2,M,Cguarda,10); 

         
        

[picos,detecciones,Sumbral]=CFAR(abs(Matrizmod(1,:)).^2,M,Cguarda,

umbral); 
        

plot(1:length(Matrizmod(1,:)),20*log10(abs(Matrizmod(1,:))),1:leng

th(Matrizmod(1,:)),20*log10(Sumbral)); 
        title('Umbral de detección y señal recibida'); 
        xlabel('Número de muestra (n)'); 
        ylabel('Amplitud'); 

         
        figure; 
        stem(1:length(Matrizmod(1,:)),detecciones); 
        title('Detecciones'); 
        xlabel('Número de muestra (n)'); 
        ylabel('Nivel para detección'); 

         

         

         
%% PULSO CHIRP         
    case 2 

         

         
        Matriz_Stotal=[]; 
        Matriz_Stotal_FA=[]; 

                 
        % Blanco 1 

         
        Nblancos=1; 
        [theta, phi, R, DeltaT, Fd, 

Vradial]=posicion_blancoV2(Coordenadas(1),Coordenadas(2),Coordenad

as(3),Comp_velocidad(1),Comp_velocidad(2),Comp_velocidad(3),Fo,alt

ura); 
        sigma=sw_cases2(TipoSW,RCS_media+500); 
        G_n=factor_array_generico(Nx, Nz, dx, dz, theta, 

phi,TipoVentana); % Gn ya está en unidades naturales 
        Att=atenuacionEqRadar(G_n,lambda, Lp, sigma,R,Fo); 

         
        

[Matriz_Stotal,Matriz_Stotal_FA,EjeR,EjeDoppler,EjeVel,tm]=Retardo
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BlancosV5(Matriz_Stotal,Matriz_Stotal_FA,DeltaT,Att,Fd,tipoS,Npuls

os,Vradial,TipoSW,RCS_media,Lp,Fo,Nblancos); 

         

  
        % Blanco 2 

         
        Nblancos=2; 
        [theta, phi, R, DeltaT, Fd, 

Vradial]=posicion_blancoV2(Coordenadas(1),Coordenadas(2)+200,Coord

enadas(3),Comp_velocidad(1)+25,Comp_velocidad(2)+5,Comp_velocidad(

3),Fo,altura); 
        sigma=sw_cases2(TipoSW,RCS_media+500); 
        G_n=factor_array_generico(Nx, Nz, dx, dz, theta, 

phi,TipoVentana); 
        Att=atenuacionEqRadar(G_n,lambda, Lp, sigma,R,Fo); 

         
        

[Matriz_Stotal,Matriz_Stotal_FA,EjeR,EjeDoppler,EjeVel,tm]=Retardo

BlancosV5(Matriz_Stotal,Matriz_Stotal_FA,DeltaT,Att,Fd,tipoS,Npuls

os,Vradial,TipoSW,RCS_media,Lp,Fo,Nblancos); 

         

         

        
%         % Blanco 3 

         
        Nblancos=3; 
        [theta, phi, R, DeltaT, Fd, 

Vradial]=posicion_blancoV2(Coordenadas(1),Coordenadas(2)+400,Coord

enadas(3),Comp_velocidad(1)+5,Comp_velocidad(2)+15,Comp_velocidad(

3),Fo,altura); 
        sigma=sw_cases2(TipoSW,RCS_media+500); 
        G_n=factor_array_generico(Nx, Nz, dx, dz, theta, 

phi,TipoVentana); 
        Att=atenuacionEqRadar(G_n,lambda, Lp, sigma,R,Fo); 

         
        

[Matriz_Stotal,Matriz_Stotal_FA,EjeR,EjeDoppler,EjeVel,tm]=Retardo

BlancosV5(Matriz_Stotal,Matriz_Stotal_FA,DeltaT,Att,Fd,tipoS,Npuls

os,Vradial,TipoSW,RCS_media,Lp,Fo,Nblancos); 

     

         
%          
%          % Blanco 4 
%          
%         Nblancos=4; 
%         [theta, phi, R, DeltaT, Fd, 

Vradial]=posicion_blancoV2(Coordenadas(1),Coordenadas(2)+20000,Coo

rdenadas(3),Comp_velocidad(1),Comp_velocidad(2),Comp_velocidad(3),

Fo,altura); 
%         sigma=sw_cases2(TipoSW,RCS_media+500); 
%         G_n=factor_array_generico(Nx, Nz, dx, dz, theta, 

phi,TipoVentana); 
%         Att=atenuacionEqRadar(G_n,lambda, Lp, sigma,R,Fo); 
%          
%         

[Matriz_Stotal,Matriz_Stotal_FA,EjeR,EjeDoppler,EjeVel,tm]=Retardo
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BlancosV5(Matriz_Stotal,Matriz_Stotal_FA,DeltaT,Att,Fd,tipoS,Npuls

os,Vradial,TipoSW,RCS_media,Lp,Fo,Nblancos); 
%  
%          
%          
%          
        %% SUMAR CLUTTER 

         
        ResDist=3e8/(2*DF); 

         
        [sigmasup,sigmamar,sigmavol,Vw ] = 

processclutter_V(Fo,altura,ResDist); 

         
        CeldasClutterSup=length(sigmasup);% equivale a M 

         
        TipoClutter=1; %1-terrestre (superficial), 2- marítimo, 3- 

volumétrico 
        vradClutter=0; % 0 m/s para clutter terrestre 

        
        

[MatrizClutterSup]=Clutter(CeldasClutterSup,Npulsos,sigmasup,Vw,Fo

,PRF,TipoClutter,vradClutter); % llamado a función para correlar 

clutter 

         
        % Seleccionar unas cuantas columnas de la matriz de 

valores RCS de clutter 

         
        MatrizClutterAux=MatrizClutterSup(:,500:502); 

         
        %for n=1:3; 

             
          RCSCeldaClutter=abs(MatrizClutterSup(1,n)); 
          [theta, phi, R, DeltaT, Fd, 

Vradial]=posicion_blancoV2(0,1000,0,0,0,0,Fo,altura); 
          G_n=factor_array_generico(Nx, Nz, dx, dz, theta, 

phi,TipoVentana); 
          Att=atenuacionEqRadar(G_n,lambda, 

Lp,RCSCeldaClutter,R,Fo); 

           
          

[Matriz_Stotal,Matriz_Stotal_FA,EjeR,EjeDoppler,EjeVel,tm]=Retardo

BlancosV5(Matriz_Stotal,Matriz_Stotal_FA,DeltaT,Att,Fd,tipoS,Npuls

os,Vradial,TipoSW,RCS_media,Lp,Fo,Nblancos); 

               
        %end     

         
        %figure; 
        %imagesc(EjeR,EjeDoppler,20*log10(abs(MatrizClutterSup))-

20*log10(max(max(abs(MatrizClutterSup)))),[-64 0]) 
        %imagesc(abs(MatrizClutterSup)); 
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          %% SUMAR RUIDO TÉRMICO A MATRIZ DE DATOS 
         %% Matriz de ruido térmico 

          
         k=1.38e-23; 
         To=298; 
         F=6; % Factor de ruido del receptor medido en dB, 

unidades naturales para  calcular Pn 

          
         F=10^(F/10); 

          
         Pn= 4*k*To*F*Fs;  % valor al cuadrado, multiplicar por BW 

de filtro mas estrecho-->antialiasing 

          
         

Matriz_ruido=(sqrt(Pn/2)).*(randn(Npulsos,length(Smod))+1j*randn(N

pulsos,length(Smod))); 

  
         %% Sumar ruido a matriz total 

          
         MatrizSyR=Matriz_Stotal+Matriz_ruido; % matriz con señal 

y ruido térmico 

  

         
         %% filtrado antialiasig, muestreo y cuantificación 

           
         N=10; % factor de muestreo 

          
         Fs=Fs/N; % nueva frecuencia de muestreo 
         fc=Fs/2; %frecuencia de corte para evitar aliasing: Fs/2 

          
         MatrizSyR_filtrada=zeros(size(MatrizSyR)); % espacio de 

memoria para esta matriz 

          

          

          

          

          
         for n=1:Npulsos 

          
         

MatrizSyR_filtrada(n,:)=filtro_antialiasing(MatrizSyR(n,:),tm,fc); 

%se filtra señal con filtro pasabajo antialiasing 

              
         end; 

          
         %%%% AMPLIFICACIÓN DE SEÑAL EN RECEPTOR 

          
         G=70; %dB ganancia amplificador 
         MatrizSyR_filtrada=MatrizSyR_filtrada.*10^(G/20); % 

          

          
         %% MUESTREO 
         %MatrizSyRmuestreada=zeros(size(MatrizSyR)); 
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         MatrizSyRmuestreada=MatrizSyR_filtrada(:,(1:N:end)); 
         tm=tm(1:N:end);   % muestreo de eje de tiempos 

          

          
         %% Cuantificación 14 bits 

          
         b=14; % número de bits de resolución de ADC 
         MatrizCuantificada=zeros(size(MatrizSyRmuestreada)); 
         %MatrizCuantificada=zeros(size(MatrizSyR_filtrada)); 

          
         Vmax=0.5;   % valor máximo para cuantificador 
         for n=1:Npulsos 

              

              
         %Vmax=max(MatrizSyR(n,:)); % amplitud máxima a la salida 

del ADC 
         

%MatrizCuantificada(n,:)=cuantificar(MatrizSyR_filtrada(n,:),b,Vma

x); 
         

MatrizCuantificada(n,:)=cuantificar(MatrizSyRmuestreada(n,:),b,Vma

x); 

          
         end; 

          

          

          
       %% PROCESAMINETO CON FILTRO ADAPTADO 

        
       Matriz_Stotal_FA=Matriz_Stotal_FA(:,(1:N:end)); 

        
         for n=1:Npulsos 

              
             

%Matriz_Stotal_FA(n,1:length(tm))=filtro_adaptadoV3(tm,Matriz_Stot

al(n,1:length(tm)),1,Stx); 
             

%Matriz_Stotal_FA(n,1:length(tm))=filtro_adaptadoV3(tm,MatrizSyR(n

,1:length(tm)),1,Stx); 
             

%Matriz_Stotal_FA(n,1:length(tm))=filtro_adaptadoV3(tm,MatrizSyR_f

iltrada(n,1:length(tm)),1,Stx); 
             

Matriz_Stotal_FA(n,1:length(tm))=filtro_adaptadoV3(tm,MatrizCuanti

ficada(n,1:length(tm)),2,Stx(1:N:end)); 

              
         end; 

         
        % Ajuste en matriz para compensar retardo de filtro 

adaptado 
        [zz,ind_aux]=min(abs(tm-tau)); %indice para comenzar nueva 

matriz corregida 
        Matrizmod=Matriz_Stotal_FA(:,ind_aux:end); 
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        %% Procesamiento MTI 

                 
%          vectores=Matrizmod(1:3,:); 
%          [StxProc]=MTI(vectores,3); 
%          subplot(2,1,1) 
%          plot(abs(Matrizmod(1,:)),'k') 
%          title('Señal antes de procesamiento MTI') 
%          xlabel('Número de muestra (n)') 
%          ylabel('Amplitud') 
%  
%          subplot(2,1,2) 
%          plot(abs(StxProc),'k'); 
%          title('Señal filtrada por cancelador MTI') 
%          xlabel('Número de muestra (n)') 
%          ylabel('Amplitud') 

  

        

          

  
        %% Procesamiento MTD 

         
        %matrizDoppler=fft(Matriz_Stotal_FA,256,1);% matriz sin 

ajuste por F.A 

                                                     

  
        matrizDoppler=fft(Matrizmod,256,1); 

         
        % eje modificados para muestreo 
        EjeR=EjeR(1:N:end); 

  

         

         
        figure; 
        imagesc(EjeR,EjeVel,20*log10(abs(matrizDoppler))-

20*log10(max(max(abs(matrizDoppler)))),[-64 0]) 
        %axis([0 length(Matrizmod(1,:))  0  

length(Matrizmod(:,1))]); 
        xlabel('Distancia (m)') 
        ylabel('Velocidad (m/s)') 
        title('Matriz Distancia-Velocidad') 

  
        figure; 
        imagesc(EjeR,EjeDoppler,20*log10(abs(matrizDoppler))-

20*log10(max(max(abs(matrizDoppler)))),[-64 0]) 
        %axis([0 length(Matrizmod(1,:))  0  

length(Matrizmod(:,1))]); 
        xlabel('Distancia (m)') 
        ylabel('Frecuencia Doppler (Hz)') 
        title('Matriz Distancia-Frecuencia Doppler') 

         

         

         
        %% PROCESAMIENTO CA-CFAR 
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%                
%         M=40; 
%         Cguarda=10; 
%         umbral=10; 
%         

%[VectorSalida,Stx]=CFAR(abs(Matrizmod(1,:)).^2,M,Cguarda,10); 
%          
%         

[picos,detecciones,Sumbral]=CFAR(abs(Matrizmod(1,:)).^2,M,Cguarda,

umbral); 
%         

plot(1:length(Matrizmod(1,:)),20*log10(abs(Matrizmod(1,:))),1:leng

th(Matrizmod(1,:)),20*log10(Sumbral)); 
%         title('Umbral de detección y señal recibida'); 
%         xlabel('Número de muestra (n)'); 
%         ylabel('Amplitud'); 

         
%         figure; 
%         stem(1:length(Matrizmod(1,:)),detecciones); 
%         title('Detecciones'); 
%         xlabel('Número de muestra (n)'); 
%         ylabel('Nivel para detección'); 

         

         
%% PULSO BARKER-13         
    case 3     

        
        Matriz_Stotal=[]; 
        Matriz_Stotal_FA=[]; 

                 
        % Blanco 1 

         
        Nblancos=1; 
        [theta, phi, R, DeltaT, Fd, 

Vradial]=posicion_blancoV2(Coordenadas(1),Coordenadas(2),Coordenad

as(3),Comp_velocidad(1),Comp_velocidad(2),Comp_velocidad(3),Fo,alt

ura); 
        sigma=sw_cases2(TipoSW,RCS_media+100); 
        G_n=factor_array_generico(Nx, Nz, dx, dz, theta, 

phi,TipoVentana); 
        Att=atenuacionEqRadar(G_n,lambda, Lp, sigma,R,Fo); 

         
        

[Matriz_Stotal,Matriz_Stotal_FA,EjeR,EjeDoppler,EjeVel,tm]=Retardo

BlancosV5(Matriz_Stotal,Matriz_Stotal_FA,DeltaT,Att,Fd,tipoS,Npuls

os,Vradial,TipoSW,RCS_media,Lp,Fo,Nblancos); 

         

  
        % Blanco 2 

         
        Nblancos=2; 
        [theta, phi, R, DeltaT, Fd, 

Vradial]=posicion_blancoV2(Coordenadas(1),Coordenadas(2)+1000,Coor

denadas(3),Comp_velocidad(1),Comp_velocidad(2),Comp_velocidad(3),F

o,altura); 
        sigma=sw_cases2(TipoSW,RCS_media); 
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        G_n=factor_array_generico(Nx, Nz, dx, dz, theta, 

phi,TipoVentana); 
        Att=atenuacionEqRadar(G_n,lambda, Lp, sigma,R,Fo); 

         
        

[Matriz_Stotal,Matriz_Stotal_FA,EjeR,EjeDoppler,EjeVel,tm]=Retardo

BlancosV5(Matriz_Stotal,Matriz_Stotal_FA,DeltaT,Att,Fd,tipoS,Npuls

os,Vradial,TipoSW,RCS_media,Lp,Fo,Nblancos); 

         

         
%         % Blanco 3 
%          
%         Nblancos=3; 
%         [theta, phi, R, DeltaT, Fd, 

Vradial]=posicion_blancoV2(Coordenadas(1),Coordenadas(2)+20000,Coo

rdenadas(3),Comp_velocidad(1),Comp_velocidad(2),Comp_velocidad(3),

Fo,altura); 
%         sigma=sw_cases2(TipoSW,RCS_media); 
%         G_n=factor_array_generico(Nx, Nz, dx, dz, theta, 

phi,TipoVentana); 
%         Att=atenuacionEqRadar(G_n,lambda, Lp, sigma,R,Fo); 
%          
%         

[Matriz_Stotal,Matriz_Stotal_FA,EjeR,EjeDoppler,EjeVel,tm]=Retardo

BlancosV5(Matriz_Stotal,Matriz_Stotal_FA,DeltaT,Att,Fd,tipoS,Npuls

os,Vradial,TipoSW,RCS_media,Lp,Fo,Nblancos); 

         
             

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 

         
        %% SUMAR CLUTTER 
       ResDist=3e8/(2*DF); 

         
        [sigmasup,sigmamar,sigmavol,Vw ] = 

processclutter_V(Fo,altura,ResDist); 

         
        CeldasClutterSup=length(sigmasup);% equivale a M 

         
        TipoClutter=1; %1-terrestre (superficial), 2- marítimo, 3- 

volumétrico 
        vradClutter=0; % 0 m/s para clutter terrestre 

        
        

[MatrizClutterSup]=Clutter(CeldasClutterSup,Npulsos,sigmasup,Vw,Fo

,PRF,TipoClutter,vradClutter); % llamado a función para correlar 

clutter 

         
        % Seleccionar unas cuantas columnas de la matriz de 

valores RCS de clutter 

         
        MatrizClutterAux=MatrizClutterSup(:,500:502); 

         
        %for n=1:3; 

             
          RCSCeldaClutter=abs(MatrizClutterSup(1,n)); 
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          [theta, phi, R, DeltaT, Fd, 

Vradial]=posicion_blancoV2(0,1000,0,0,0,0,Fo,altura); 
          G_n=factor_array_generico(Nx, Nz, dx, dz, theta, 

phi,TipoVentana); 
          Att=atenuacionEqRadar(G_n,lambda, 

Lp,RCSCeldaClutter,R,Fo); 

           
          

[Matriz_Stotal,Matriz_Stotal_FA,EjeR,EjeDoppler,EjeVel,tm]=Retardo

BlancosV5(Matriz_Stotal,Matriz_Stotal_FA,DeltaT,Att,Fd,tipoS,Npuls

os,Vradial,TipoSW,RCS_media,Lp,Fo,Nblancos); 

               
        %end     

         
        %figure; 
        %imagesc(EjeR,EjeDoppler,20*log10(abs(MatrizClutterSup))-

20*log10(max(max(abs(MatrizClutterSup)))),[-64 0]) 
        %imagesc(abs(MatrizClutterSup)); 

         
         %% SUMAR RUIDO TÉRMICO A MATRIZ DE DATOS 
         %% Matriz de ruido térmico 

          
         k=1.38e-23; 
         To=298; 
         F=6; % Factor de ruido del receptor medido en dB, 

unidades naturales para  calcular Pn 

          
         F=10^(F/10); 

          
         Pn= 4*k*To*F*Fs;  % valor al cuadrado, multiplicar por BW 

de filtro mas estrecho-->antialiasing 

          
         

Matriz_ruido=(sqrt(Pn/2)).*(randn(Npulsos,length(Smod))+1j*randn(N

pulsos,length(Smod))); 

  
         %% Sumar ruido a matriz total 

          
         MatrizSyR=Matriz_Stotal+Matriz_ruido; 

  

         
         %% filtrado antialiasig, muestreo y cuantificación 

           
         N=10; % factor de muestreo 

          
         Fs=Fs/N; % nueva frecuencia de muestreo 
         fc=Fs/2; %frecuencia de corte para evitar aliasing: Fs/2 

          
         MatrizSyR_filtrada=zeros(size(MatrizSyR)); % espacio de 

memoria para esta matriz 

          

          

          
         for n=1:Npulsos 
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MatrizSyR_filtrada(n,:)=filtro_antialiasing(MatrizSyR(n,:),tm,fc); 

%se filtra señal con filtro pasabajo antialiasing 

              
         end; 

          
         %%%% AMPLIFICACIÓN DE SEÑAL EN RECEPTOR 

          
         G=70; %dB ganancia amplificador 
         MatrizSyR_filtrada=MatrizSyR_filtrada.*10^(G/20); 

          

          
         %% MUESTREO 
         %MatrizSyRmuestreada=zeros(size(MatrizSyR)); 

  

  
         MatrizSyRmuestreada=MatrizSyR_filtrada(:,(1:N:end)); 
         tm=tm(1:N:end);   % muestreo de eje de tiempos 

          

          
         %% Cuantificación 14 bits 

          
         b=14; % número de bits de resolución de ADC 
         MatrizCuantificada=zeros(size(MatrizSyRmuestreada)); 
         %MatrizCuantificada=zeros(size(MatrizSyR_filtrada)); 

          
         Vmax=0.5;   % valor máximo para cuantificador 
         for n=1:Npulsos 

              

              
         %Vmax=max(MatrizSyR(n,:)); % amplitud máxima a la salida 

del ADC 
         

%MatrizCuantificada(n,:)=cuantificar(MatrizSyR_filtrada(n,:),b,Vma

x); 
         

MatrizCuantificada(n,:)=cuantificar(MatrizSyRmuestreada(n,:),b,Vma

x); 

          
         end; 

          

          

          
       %% PROCESAMINETO CON FILTRO ADAPTADO 

        
       Matriz_Stotal_FA=Matriz_Stotal_FA(:,(1:N:end)); 

        
         for n=1:Npulsos 

              
             

%Matriz_Stotal_FA(n,1:length(tm))=filtro_adaptadoV3(tm,Matriz_Stot

al(n,1:length(tm)),1,Stx); 
             

%Matriz_Stotal_FA(n,1:length(tm))=filtro_adaptadoV3(tm,MatrizSyR(n

,1:length(tm)),1,Stx); 
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%Matriz_Stotal_FA(n,1:length(tm))=filtro_adaptadoV3(tm,MatrizSyR_f

iltrada(n,1:length(tm)),1,Stx); 
             

Matriz_Stotal_FA(n,1:length(tm))=filtro_adaptadoV3(tm,MatrizCuanti

ficada(n,1:length(tm)),3,Stx(1:N:end)); 

              
         end; 

         
        % Ajuste en matriz para compensar retardo de filtro 

adaptado 
        [zz,ind_aux]=min(abs(tm-tau)); %indice para comenzar nueva 

matriz corregida 
        Matrizmod=Matriz_Stotal_FA(:,ind_aux:end); 

          

         

         
        %% Procesamiento MTI 

         

                
%          vectores=Matrizmod(1:3,:); 
%          [StxProc]=MTI(vectores,3); 
%          subplot(2,1,1) 
%          plot(abs(Matrizmod(1,:)),'k') 
%          title('Señal antes de procesamiento MTI') 
%          xlabel('Número de muestra (n)') 
%          ylabel('Amplitud') 
%  
%          subplot(2,1,2) 
%          plot(abs(StxProc),'k'); 
%          title('Señal filtrada por cancelador MTI') 
%          xlabel('Número de muestra (n)') 
%          ylabel('Amplitud') 

  

          

  
        %% Procesamiento MTD 

         
        %matrizDoppler=fft(Matriz_Stotal_FA,256,1);% matriz sin 

ajuste por F.A 

                                                     

  
        matrizDoppler=fft(Matrizmod,256,1); 

         
        % eje modificados para muestreo 
        EjeR=EjeR(1:N:end); 
%         EjeVel=EjeVel(1:N:end); 
%         EjeDoppler=EjeDoppler(1:N:end); 

         

         
        figure; 
        imagesc(EjeR,EjeVel,20*log10(abs(matrizDoppler))-

20*log10(max(max(abs(matrizDoppler)))),[-64 0]) 
        xlabel('Distancia (m)') 
        ylabel('Velocidad (m/s)') 
        title('Matriz Distancia-Velocidad') 
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        figure; 
        imagesc(EjeR,EjeDoppler,20*log10(abs(matrizDoppler))-

20*log10(max(max(abs(matrizDoppler)))),[-64 0]) 
        xlabel('Distancia (m)') 
        ylabel('Frecuencia Doppler (Hz)') 
        title('Matriz Distancia-Frecuencia Doppler') 

         

         

        

        

               
        %% PROCESAMIENTO CA-CFAR 

               
        M=10; 
        Cguarda=4; 
        umbral=5; 
        

%[VectorSalida,Stx]=CFAR(abs(Matrizmod(1,:)).^2,M,Cguarda,10); 

         
        

[picos,detecciones,Sumbral]=CFAR(abs(Matrizmod(1,:)).^2,M,Cguarda,

umbral); 
        

plot(1:length(Matrizmod(1,:)),20*log10(abs(Matrizmod(1,:))),1:leng

th(Matrizmod(1,:)),20*log10(Sumbral)); 
        title('Umbral de detección y señal recibida'); 
        xlabel('Número de muestra (n)'); 
        ylabel('Amplitud'); 

         
        figure; 
        stem(1:length(Matrizmod(1,:)),detecciones); 
        title('Detecciones'); 
        xlabel('Número de muestra (n)'); 
        ylabel('Nivel para detección'); 

  

         
    otherwise 

  
        disp('-:)---'); 

     
end; 

 

 

 


